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There are many factors inBueocing the careu- choices ofyoung women.. A1
preseDt the combination ofpersooal ud societaJ. issues leads both men and women
into largely gender·stereotypic:a1 oca.1p&tions. The WISE Summer- Employment
Program is one init:iative designed 10 enc:ot1fI8e girls to consider careers in the fields
of science aod engineering. Those accepted to the Program are offered positions as
research assistants to work side by side with scientists aDd engineers for eigln weeks
at Memorial University ofNewfoundland. Positive results from a formal evaluation
could be beneficial to the WISE Program in detennining the strengths oftbe Program
and finding reliable sources of future funding.
Since the Women In Science and Engineering SNdent Employment Program
is designed to eocourage young women to consider careen in science, engineering
and related disciplines., the research questions to be addre:s:sed by this project were as
follows:
(1) to dc:tennioe wbetber the program affected the career choices ofyoung
womon,
(2) to determine wbetber the program influenced the students' selection of
courses in high school. and
(3) 10 determine wbetbes" there had been a change in students' attitudes
regarding careers in science, engineering: and related fields and various
issues related to the subject ofwomen in science.
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The method ofresearcb planned for this study involved the interpr'cwion of
data obtained from questionnaires. In order 10 assess the shan-tam effects oftile
WISE Program a~ was administend in penon to all participants oftile
1997 WISE Program on the first dayoftbe program. Apo:st-WISE questionnaire of
the same format was 8dmin.istered on the final day oftbe program to assess any
changes in educational and career plans, as well as the development ofenhaDced,
positive attitudes towards careers in science. The same questionnaire was
administered to a comparison group ofgirls chosen by the program coordinator as
alternates for the WISE Program. These students are selected each year to replace
anyone who declines the offer of a WISE position and,. as such. are very similar in
terms ofthe characteristics that the program looks for in iu research assistants.
The long-term effects ofthe program were evalUlted by administering a
questionnaire to students ofthe 1994 WISE Program.. This probed the educational
and career choices followed by these young women and looked for the presence of
continued positive attitudes toward careen: in science. engineering and re1alcd areas.
The results ofthe analysis revealed the many st:reagt.bs and positive attitudes
of me young women who participated in the WISE Summer Employment Program in
1997 and 1994. The experiences and information gained from the Program appear 10
have given some of the participants more to consider u they attempt to choose a
futurecareet".
All groups involved in this study showed very positive attitudes towards
careers in science and engineering. Several ofthese attitudes were significamly
enhanced after participation in the WISE Program,. suggesting the value of the
Program to the young women ofour province.
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latrodlKtiH to lite~
In an era oflJjgh tedmology fuelled and driven by science, our nation is oeoessariJy
science dependent. The subsequent demaDd roc Jcientists aDd mgineen is high aDd can
only be expected to grow. We can Iitt&e afford the Loss oftalented young women fuxn the
sciences, yet the trend ofwomen's under-apresenta:tion in scicDce and eagincering
contiroes. While todIy's young women aspire to succ:essfid career and lifestyfe cboices.
they continue to need support and encouragement as they make one of the most important
decisions of their lives - the choice ofcareer. We must ensure that science and
engineering is seeD as a viable option for all ofour youDg people and support must be
provided to enable them to persist along their cbosen career paths.
A Cappella is. study completed by the Canadian Teachers' Federation that
reported on the lives ofadolescent womeu in Canada. In discussion groups it became
clear that teenage girls.. who are in nusition from childhood to IduJthood., must make.
significant number ofimporunt decisioos about their future during their high 5CbooI years
(Canadian Teacher's' Federation. 1990, p.12) not the least ofwhich is the choice ofa
career. Careers ranked 5th out afJ4 coocems lisl:ecl in the participant questionnaire. This
research suggests that girls ace fully aware ofthe need to be goaI-directcd and
economically self-sufficient, and that there is DOW a need to move on to the stage of
helping them attain these goals (Canadian Teacba"s' Federation, 1990, p.20).
Meeting career goals is inextricably tied to edueatiorWattainment. There have
been substantial iDcreues in the educational attainment ofwomen during the last two
decades when the proportion ofwomen aged 15 and over with • university degree rose
from 3% to 10%. This,. however, is5till 'ower than tbatoftbema&epopuJatioD.., although
the gap is likely to close fiutbe:r in the future since womat curranl:y make up the IDIjority
(5:ZO/e) offull-time students in Canadian uDivenities (Statistics CaDada., 1995. p.S4).
While women make up the lDIjority offull..time students in most Wliversity
faculties, women still account for much sma1lc:I" shares ofc:nroImc:m in mathematics aDd
science faculties. In 1992-93, only 28% oraD UDivasity students in mathematics aDd
physical sciences were women. (Statistics Canada. 1995. p.S4). The proportion of
engineering and applied science students bas increased but is still just 18% ofthe total. in
these areas (Statistics Canada, 1995, p.54).
Education levels for Newfoundland women have also increased. Females
consistently graduate from high school at a higher rate than males and there is linJe
difference in achievemcot levels (Women's Policy Office, 1996, p.4.l). Uaivenity
enrolment: is higher- for females than males; but males are more often found in scic:oce,
business, eogiocering IDd physical educatioo. while females dominate arts. oducatioo.
nursing and social work (Women's Policy Office, 1996. p.4.1).
For those young women choosing scieoce. perfornwx:e also has an infJuerk:e on
career choice, but perhaps DOt in the expected manner. Female science students perform
at least as well as., ifoot better than, their male counterparts (Nevitte et aI., 1988, p.42).
The vcry best female students are an important resource since the will be tomorrow's
scientists and will lead the way for future women in science. Data from Nevitte e:t aI.,
however, show that these very talented young women are much more liJcely than their
average peers to defect from scieftoe (Nevitte et aI., 1988, p.44). The best female scieace
students are about five times more Iikdy than avenge performers to seek DWtUriDg
eateeI'S. Academic ability aktDe is cleady not suf6cic:Dt foe propeIliDg taleoted women
towards science caceers. Many ofthe most able female scieoce students. who have
overcome the many real oc UnagiDed obstacles to entering science. still do not see science
careers as attractive options. Support and encoungement must continue throughout post-
secondary institutions and into the workplace ifthc::se ta.lented young women are to
persevere in the scieoces.
These statistics bmslate into similar trends for" women in the labour force.
Ahbough decreasing since 1982, the majority ofemployed. women coutiDue to work in
occupations where women have traditioDaUy been concartrated. In 1994, 70''' ofall
employed women Wtte working in either teaching, oursing or bealth-reJatcd occupations,
clerical positions or sales and service jobs. Women remain very much a minority among
professionals in the natural sciences, engineering and mathematics. Just 19"/0 of
professionals in these areas in 1994 were women, a figure which bas changed little since
1982 (Statistics Canada. 1995, p.67). Newfoundland women have experienced growth in
participation ~es in the labour force over the last two decades, but the rujority ofthis
growth bas been in ckrical and service industries with some increase in teacbing and
health as wdJ (Women's Policy Office, 1996, p.3..2). No gains are reported foc women in
science, engineering and related fields.
Women in Science and Engineering (WISE) is a Canadian DetWOrk: ofindjviduals
working togethez" to promote and support women in science. engineering and related
careers and to act as an information resource to educators. employers and government.
The goals ofWISE are
- to encourage women to seek: higbee education and achievemeot in science,
engineering and related fidds.
- to provide a support netWork: for women in these fields,
- to inform Canadians about opportunities for and contributions by women in these
fields,and
- to provide a unified. representative voice for memben on issues relating to
women in science. engineering and related fields (Women In Science and
Engineering. 1994).
WISE Newfoundland and Labrador was formed in 1988 and has been very active
in promoting wider curriculum and career choices for women throughout the province.
The activities ofWISE in this province include a Career-a-Month poster series. a WISE
Choices video and teacher's' guide, career talks, science fair awards and judging. provision
of resources and presentations for the general public and special interest groups. Perbaps
their largest undertaking. however, has been the WISE Student Summer Employrnem
Program.
In the summer of 1990 the Newfoundland Chapter of Women In Science and
Engineering designed an innovative program to address the problem ofthe small number
of women entering the fields ofscience and engineering. Funded by Canada
Employment's Summer Employment/Expe:rien Development (SEED) Program. thirty-
three female high school stUdents from the Avalon Region were offered positions as
research assistants in the Iabol1ltories ofvarious science and engiDee:ring disciplines.
Tours. presentations and many group activities were planned to help make the summer •
rich experience for these young women.
The program bas received suppon from many groups and individuals. Funding
comes from a variety ofsources. Memorial University ofNewfoundland provides
administrative suppon since the program Open1tes on campus each summer. University
faculty, staffand graduate students are involved as superv1son for the students and in
many cases have gone beyond the program's expectations in designing projects for the
girls and in rehiring many oftheir WISE students in fonowing summers. They have shown
enormous confidence in the potential ofthese young women.
More than 200 young women applied for the 33 positions available in 1990
(Women In Science and Engineering, 1991, p.l) and the WISE Program bas grown
steadily ever since. The number of positions available fluctuates from year to year due to
funding uncertainties but generally stays between 40-50 student positions. One indicator
ofthe program's growing interest is the enormous number ofstudent applications which
has reached more than 500 in a single year from around the province. This is • clear
indicatioo ofthe acute need for the kind of encouragement and experience the program
aims to provide.
Encouraging young women to consider and pursue careers in mathematics, science
and engineering is necessary ifwe wish to have an equal representation of women in these
fields. The WISE Program was designed in an attempt to address t1Us need. The WISE
Studem: Employment Program has been running for seven summers since its inception in
1990. Preliminary and informal TCSUlts appear promising. Many WISE students continue
to pursue science-related careers. some continue to work: in the laboratories of their WISE
supervisors and many receive awards and scholarships for their studies.
The WISE program clearly indicates young WOrneD'S interest in scieoce-re1ated
careers as evidenced by the large number ofapplicants each year. The program aims to
support the growth oflhis interest into career goals. After seven years. bowever, it is time
for a more formal evaluation, which may help to identifY the strengths and weaknesses of
the currently operating program.
Initiatives concerned with the promotion ofscience and related fields have become
fairly common. In Newfoundland and Labrador, there are several such programs in
addition to that run by WISE. The Faculty ofMedicine otfers one weekMedQuest
programs throughout the summer which aim to introduce students to careers in health and
life sciences. The Newfoundland Science Center offered science camps for young children
during the summer of 1995 which were enthusiastically received. The Association of
Professional Engineers and Geoscientists ofNewfoundland offers Future Set which
involves children up to age 14 in various science and engineering projects throughout the
While the WISE Summer Employment Program appears to be the only
intervention program designed specifically for young women in Newfoundland, other
Canadian provinces offer several initiatives aimed at girls. In British Columbia WOrneD Do
Math is a ooe-day conference on scientific careen held annually at Simon Fraser
University. The emphasis is on mathematics as enjoyable, accesst"ble and necessary. This
program bas developed into a version called Ms Infinity which serves smaller and more
isolated communities in British Columbia and the Yukon. The Society for Canadian
Women In Science and Technology sponsors a series of baIf-.day summer workshops for
girls with female instructors (Ackler" Oatley, 1993, p.263). Ontario olfers workshops
and conferences in several parts oCme province to encourage women's participation in
mathematics and science. York: University bas set up Careerscope and Science Odyssey
programs which feature speakers and visits to the campus for grade Dine and ten girls.
The Toronto Board ofEducation bas a women's study coordinator and individual schools
appoint a women's study representative. At Charleston Southern University the Summer
Science Enrichment program olfers young women a chance to learn about science and
engineering and careers in related fields. The schedule balances classes, laboratories, field
trips and motivational seminaB by local engineers and researchers (Karges-Bone. 1992,
p,ll).
The under·representation ofwomen in scieoce and engineering is clearly seen as an
important issue and one worth addressing. The efforts ofprograms such as the WISE
Program are directed at encouraging young women to consider courses and careers in
science and technology as appropriate choices. Many intervention programs designed to
encourage young women to consider non-traditional careers have been tried and some
have been quite successful. Yet many have been discontinued because funding did not
continue after a trial period. Some sponsors like to provide seed mooey for an
experimental project, take credit for the successes but fail to provide funding on a
permanent basis. Ifwe think that intervention programs can be discontinued because they
have done their job, we ought to consider the case ofthe Association to Aid Scientific
Research by Women.. Started in 1898. it was dissolved in 1932 because the objectives for
which this association had worked were seen as being achieved, since women were given
opportunities to engage in scientific research on an equality with men. and to gain
recognition for their achievements (Brush, 1991, p.414).
An evaluation ofthe elrtent to which the goals ofthe WISE Program are being
met now seems desirable. Such an evaluation can improve the program for the young
women it serves and may result in a more reliable source ofextended funding if it is shown
to be effective in encouraging the participation ofyoung women in science, engineering
and related fields.
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Ideally, the decision to pursue a <:areet" in scieDCC 01"~ would be driven
by inlerest and aptitude Uooe.. Approximauiy equallUDben ofmen and womal would
train for and be employed in these discipliDes. However, we do DOt live in such a society.
Complex social tKtors abo strongly in6uc:nce caccer cboices and these factors provide
some possible explanations for women's UOOCHepresentation in these fields. The image
ofscieoce and scientists. as well as the competitive Dature ofscienoc, combine with young
women's socialization and classroom experiences to create powerful negative influences
on young women studying and working in sciencc. The seepage from scieDce and related
careers bas prompted some to call for a more female-friendly science. a feminist scicooe.
Others argue that we sbould instead won: to improve the processes aDd characteristics of
today'5 science in order to make it more iodusionsary for both women and men.
The process ofsdecting a m.jor-is greatly influmced by matters ofimage(8uber".
1995,1'..230). Studarts are guided by the izMgc aDd expectations ofadiscipline that they
have formed as outsiders.. The insider"s reality is often quitedi1fere:nt.. Students'
experiences as insiders in science and engineering acau:m11ate and this reality strongly
affects the decision to stay or switch to. oon-science majoc. As women move toward the
wortd of professional scieoce they encounter a bUlb very different from their expectatioos:
that science still functions largely as a "'boys only" wortd(Barber, 1995,1'.231).
While women may have become more comfortable with the image ofthemselves as
scientists, they have become DO more comfortable with the reality ofworking day to day in
such disciplines. In Western culture, boys ate socialized to develop the qualitie§ valued by
scientists while girls ace I1Ot. Entering and adapting to the prevailing culture ofscience
challenges the ideutity ofwomen in a way not experienced by men. Faced with
assimilation into such a culture, many women woo had planned to work in science aDd
engineering change their minds and instead choose a career that allows them. to preserve
their identity (Barber. 1995, p.232).
The ordinary processes ofscience often act to discourage women. The most
pronounced factor is thar: of students' difficulty in toleming the high degree of
competitiveness. The failure ofstudents to draw faculty into more personal pedagogical
relationships is another factor coDtributing to the decision ofmany women to leave science
and engineering majors. Since womeo ace traditionally raised to work: more forthe
approval orothers than for intrinsic goals. this lack: ofpcrsonal attention can be extremely
disorienting (Seymour, 1995, p.46S).
An apparent difficulty in seeing physical attractiveness and inteUectual capacity as
other than mutually exclusive qualities ofwomen in science was also observed by Seymour
(1995) to be a marked feature ofwomen's male peen. While not directly linked to
decisions to switch majors. the rude behaviour. inappropriate remarks and jokes as well as
apparent resentment (Morgan, 1992. p.230) aftheir male peers are constant sources of
stress for women socialized to value attractiveness.
Another argument presented in the field is that the pattern ofsocialization that
young women bring to science and engineering is eutirely different from that ofyoung
men. Many aspects ofscieDce and engineering and their training programs force YOUDg
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women into conflict with their own socialization experience (Seymour. 1995, p.463).
Trmsforming the c:ultuR ofthese discipIiDes is sea:l as the key to real progress toward
equity. Rather" tban assimilale women to existing staDduds,. • broadc:niDg of pmfessiooa1
norms is needed inordcrto DUTOW tbegendel" gap tIw exists(Barba". 1995, p.232).
Classroom disparities in attention. feedbacIc, tnise aDd support for assertiveness
often 6I.vour boys and are suggested as IDOtbc:r &ccoc influtnciDg c:arc:er cboice. A
common assumption IIbout group instruction is that all studeots in the class are involved in
the same experiences. Ho~. analysis oftbe National Assessment ofEdueationai
Progress indicated that boys bad far more penooally involved experiences in science than
girls (Otto, 1991. p.368) and girts also had fewe£oot ofclus science experiences.
Differential expectations for boys and girls add to the overall etfect oflowering girls' seIf-
esteem and confidence in their ma1hematics and scieoce abilities (Seymour, 1995, p.438).
Bwbm. Lee aDd Smc:rdoo (1997) report that gender differeoces in science class
activities were Iaeger than all other measures curied out in their study, acc:pt for
achievement- GUts spent more time on passive activities (bomewortc. listening. taking
rtotes) than they spent in active classrooms involviag bands-on activity suclt as laboratory
work.. Although teachers' reports ofclassroom ICtivity were gendc:r--neutnl, girls still
claimed to spend Jess time 00 Iabworlc than boys. This may be due to the girls' passive
involvement whiJe the boys manipulated the apparatus, thus controlling the activity.
Results oflhis study provide support for the importance ofbaod~n labwork..
Hands-on experiences where students do experimeDts tbemsel.ves are linked with iocreased
learning in both physical and life sciences (Burkbam. Lee Ie. Smerdon, 1997, p.320). Such
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activity !las particular importance for girls undertaking physical scic:ooc where laboratory
activity is linked to reducing the gender gap in physical science learning (Burkbam et al,
1997, p.320). AlODg with presenting science content in relevant contexts, laboratory
activities are a major part ofinstruction which stimulates female interest in science (Otto,
1991, p.370). Iftbe theory that girls do not engage in informal science experiences
outside of school ooids true,. activities such as labwod:are critical for girls' understanding
and appreciation of science.
Women may also differ in what they see as the primary goa.Ls oftbeir education.
Seymour (1995) claims that while many young men are willing to place career goals above
personal satisfilction, young women show a greater concern for making their career goats.
education and personal priorities fit togetbel-. Switching majors for the reason ofgreater
~oal satisfaction is also supponed more in daughters than in sons (Seymour. 1995,
p.446). It is clear how such dissatisfaction can develop in science and engineering
disciplines. This provides a clue as to why so few women pc:nist in these disciplines.
Nevine, Gibbins and Codding (1988) suggest that the substantial seepage of
women from science also contributes to the shortage ofwomen in science professions.
Results from their study of final year underg!1lduates in scieoce at nine Canadian
universities provide evidence ofsignificant gender differences in the recruitment ofsuch
students to the scieooe community. They also identified a tmId showing that women arc
consistently more likdy than men to leave science ror nurturing careers (Nevitte et 81.,
1988, pAO).
Many factors affect young women's decisions to either persist in or defeet from
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science. The priDcipai fiJJding ofNevitte et al is that: female scic:occ undcrgnduaIes are
significantty more likely than their male peers. aDd faoaIes in other" discipIioes, to have
fathers in scientific andt~ oc::c:upmions <Nevme. Gibbins.t Codding, 1988,
p.41). The influeoc:e ofmotben in scic:ncc careen could DOt be determined siDce too few
such parents couJd be ideotified. Fathers who work iD scic:noe appear to demystify scieDce
for their children. especially their daughters.. Such reasoaiJ:lg borrows tio;:n soci&liDtion
theories and suggests that family aDd role models are important at career decisioo point as
well as during earlier decision points relating to course IDd major selection.
Although women have increased their participation in science, mathematics and
technology careers in the years since educational equity legisJatiOD was passed in the
United States, that participation is still well bc1owparity(FIJ'IIIe!, 1995, p.IS5). A
priority fOT many government agencies is to increase women's participation in these fields.
A longitudinal study by Fanner, Wardrop, Anderson and Risioger" (1995) aimed to
identifY factors reWed to persisteDce in scieDce. matbe:matics and tecbDology careen for •
group ofstudents who aspired to such careers wbeo they were initially studied as ninth or
tweifth gradcn in high sdIool. A focus ofthe study was the idedlific:ation of £acton
related to woma:\'s pcrsisteoc:e in these fields. The research wu guided by soc:W
cognitive theory. This theoretical model assumes that over time interacting facton in the
self and in the environment influence the sttength of interest in careers and the selection
and persistence or noopenistence in a science. matbematics or technology career (Fanner
etal., 1995. p.lSS).
It was hypothesized that there would be geDder ditfereoces iD persistence and that
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more high-middle socio-eoooomic Sl&tUS studeuts would persist in 5Cic:oce related careen.
The researcbc:n also ex:pecte:d that more younger women would persist in scieDce and
that studems with higher grade point avenges in high scbooI. wouid be ItXX"e likely to
persist. Cognitive sets such as aspitaI:ion Ievds. role perceptioos. sdfcoocept and
matbematics and scieoce selfef6cacy were also considen:d.. Studies ba~ shown that:
bornemaking commitment negatively affected c:aceer- c:ommitment for high scllool W'O[I]eD.
(Farmerel a1., 1995, p.IS7). Fannedikewise expected to find bome commitment to be
lower for women who persisted in science than for those who did DOt.
The study also included environmental sets such as parent, school and society
suppon as well as available financial support for college. The behaviour set included the
number ofdeclive mathematics and science courses taken in high school, since some
studies have found • positive rdationship between taking science and matbematics courses
in high school and the chotec ofa science major (Farmer et al.• 1995. p.IS!}.
Contrary to expectations, however. soc::io-ecoooaU swus did not have a
significant effect on persistence for men Of" women. The expectation that younger women
would be more likely to penist was also DOt supported by the data.. Science GPA bad •
moderate effect on persistence fOl" men but DOt forwomeo (Fanner. 1995. p.163). It is
interesting that these men and women bad, on avenge, ideutical GPAs in scieoce in high
school but this GPA was not. critical factor for women's persistence in science as an
adult.
The findings related to &Spntions showed • strong relationship between
aspimioos and persistence fOC' men, but this relationship was not found for womer.. In
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W:t.. career commitmem: scores for womeIl~ oegativdy rdatcd to Iaer" penistCDCC,
and women who bad switched from scieace to anotbc:r carea" were DOW more career
committed.. For male and female participants the importaDce ofcareer was greater- than
that which they bad bdd in high scbool For women it appean that increased carceI"
commitmeDt is also related to • shift away from their adolescent iDlrnsr in a science
related career{Fumer. 1995, p.l64). The negalive relationship was also found between
women's bome commitment aDd career commitment as perceived life roles became more
salient. Not surprisingly, men did not display a similar trend.
The most imponant faetol" upon women's persistence was found to be elective
science taking in high school. This was DOt, however. a significant predictor for men
{flll'IllC!" et aL. 1995, p.165). It may be that men take these courses more routinely,
wbereas women take these declive courses as a result of an aspiration to a scieooe related
career. Oearly not evayooe is potemially suited for • carea" in science. mathematics or
teclmol.ogy. However it is reasooable to suggest that adolescents be exposed to a wide
variety ofcourses and career- fidds, iDcJuding the scieoces, at an early age so that they can
make choices coasisteDt with their own interests., values and abilities.
Penormaoce also bas an influence on eatee£ choice. but perhaps not in the
expected manner. Female science stUdents perform at least as wd1 as. ifDOt better-than.
their male counterparts (Nevitte et aI., 1988, p.42). The very best female students are an
imponam resource since they will be tomorrow'5 scientists and will lead the way for
firtwe women in science. Data from Nevitte et aI., however, show that these very
talented young womeo are much more likely than their average peers 10 defect from
l'
science (Ne:vitteetu.• 1988, p.44). The best female science students ace about five times
more likely than average performen to sed;:: muturiDg careen. Academic ability aJooe is
clearly not sufticieot foc propelliDg taleraed women towards scieDce careen. Many of the
most able female scieoce students, who haw; ovaeome the many real or imagined
obstacles to eolcring scieoce. still do DOt see science careen as attractive options.
The fact that young women with~ bigh scbooI matbematical and scieDce
preparation have very different career plans from similarly prepared men (Dick & Rallis,
1991. p.291) suggests the impact ofsocillizen. In 1986, Diclc.aod Rallis (1991) found
that both men and women woo choose science or engineering careers have had some
specific encouragement to do so by parentS or a teac~_ In £act the influence ofa teacher
was the only signitkam: difference between women woo bad chosen a science career and
those who bad not (Dick &; RaJJ.is, 1991. p.289). A study by Rayman and Brett supports
this finding. Aa::ordiog to their results, the odds ofa female scieDoe major staying in
science after graduation were 3.6 times greater ifsbe received ClI'CCI" advice from an
advisor and 6.7 times greater ashe bad the parental support aDd~of~
parents (Didion. 1996, p.439). Eocouragancut frocn teacben aDd pan::nts is clearly
important in the choice ofa career in scieoce.
Almost all who comment 00 gender" and mathematics, scicocc and technology note
the lack offemale role models in these areas at the senior levels. To conclude thai: only
female teachers can positively influence young women would be unfair. but female
teachers can be impolUllt role models in showing their students that women can do it.
Female students lWSt then also concIodetbat "I can do it. 100" (Canadian Teacben
'6
Federation,. 1992. p.SS). Female role models are 1ikdy insufIicieDr: in oven:omiDg all the
influcoces against the choice ofmatbematics, scieDce and tc:choology careen. Female
students. bowever, especially high achievers, are more likely to name teacben: &5 playing
an important role in tbeirdecisioD maIcing (Canadian Teacben' Federation, 1992, p.56).
Throughout their schooling girls encounter more obstacles- some quite subtle-
than do lbeir male peers. By the time they get to university or college the eumuJation of
these experiences can largely influence their choice of major and carc:a-. It is proposed
that women professors are especially intportut for women in hig!:lcl- educltion because
« ...identification with an authority figure ofODe'S own geoder may COI.lmenct the
deleterious effects of past and preseut sexism" (Crosby&. Rcin&rdy. 1993, p.417). This
assumes that WOIDCD ide:ntilY with their female professors more than they do with their
male professors.
While there are anecdotal accounts oftros relationship, Crosby and Reinardy
(1993) present some empirical data to support their assertions. A nonverbal technique for
gauging affiliations that bas been used mostly for cross-<:UItural studies was used and most
students out of the 140 females who participated in the stUdy agreed they bad little
dif6why expressiDg bow dose they fdt to their professon: with this teelmique and that it
diminished the tendency to give socially acceptable respooses.
In analyzing their data. Crosby and R.e:inardy (1993) found that female coUege
studenu felt closer to their female professors than to their male professors (Crosby &
Reinardy, 1993, p.481). GeneralizatiODS caDDOt be made from this study since most
participants attended a women'$ coDege aDd had been enrolled in a course on women'5
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psychology which may difl"ereatiate these woaw:n from other ooIJege women.. As well,
men may also feel: do5er to their fe:mUe pro&:sson. It may be some clwacteristic of
females that allows studems to fed closer to tbcm. Eitberway. female role modeis caD
have a positive impIct on their studan.
Rienzi. Allen. Sarmiento and McMillin (1993) obtained data fiorD 2148
questionnaires (50.4% female) compJeted by univenity ahmmi in an dfort to ideutify the
nature of intenu;:tioos between students and &cutty. Among men. 9QOA reponed no
differential treatment. 7"/0 reponed favourable treatment from at least ODe source and only
2% reponed oegativc treatment. Among women, however, 18% reported no differential
treatment while 11% reported favourable and 10-.10 reported negative treatment. The
favourable treatment was most frequan:ly from facu1ty in the students' majors, but faculty
in their-area are also the most frequent source ofunfavourable treatment reponed by
WomeD (Rienzi.et aI., 1993, p.lS4).
These results may be because: women are more likely to report: favourable and
unfavounble treatment. Men may be less sensitive to negative treatmalt and Ies:s I.ikely to
report it since it goes against the idea ofbeing power:tW. aggressive aod i:DdepeDdeot
(Rienzi Cl aI., 1993, p.IS6). The data do DOt attempt to provide for such explanations but
they do demonstrate the need for betteruoderstanding ofttle role facuttyplays in
supporting women in the sciences.
Students reporting negative treatment by fAculty also tended to rate the quality of
their programs and their own satisfaction lower than other students (Ricm:i et aI., 1993,
p.IS7). Since IO'/. oftbe women swveyed tq)Orted these nesative experieooes with no
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offsetting positive treIImeot it is likely that these experieDces are a W:i:Dr in deciding to
persist IX" DOt in their c:bosen 6dd. Iftstilutions need to respond aDd wort: with faculty,
staffand students to diminate the oc:curTeOCe of such treatment and to countenct its
Another factor put forward as an influence on young women's educational and
career choices is the way in which textbooks have portrayed scieutists and engineers.
Those meotiooed were 1atgdy male. In popular aUture as well. the scieutist is often
portrayed as a nerd and isUDdentood to be male (Brush, 1991, p.4(6). Even popular
rnagazincs portray women 5Cicutists as atypical (Brush. 1991. p.40S). It is difficult to
demonstrate bow the pairiDg of""scientist" and "'man" affects young women, yet it is bard
to imagine that it has no effect at all One indirect iDdication is provided by • survey of
S09 womeD asked to name the people they most admired. Only three named • sciemist
and these scientists were male (Brush. 1991, p.4(6).
There is also a growing body ofevidence that women make decisions about their
lives differeutly from men (Baker a: Leary, 1995, p.4). Their decisions are based on such
things as their expectations about multiple life roles. sdfidemity and ways ofintencting
with people and the world. Women and young girts describe their world in terms of
relationships and • Deed for a sense ofoonoection with otbe:n. In Baker and Leary's
(1995) study ofyouug women. the girls liked science and planoed to study more science in
the future. However.the positive statements they rude about scieoce were made because:
it met their need for connection and relatioosbips and it allowed them to work with others
(Baker&.Lear:y.1995.p.14).
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These girls also gave affective aDd altruisDc reasons f« their choices in scieDce.
They stated tbeirdcsireto bdp people, animals. plants octheeanh (Baker A: Leary, 1995.
p.l6). Judgemmts aDd decisions IIbout scitnce are made in this way. For exampie.
biology is seen as bdpiDg people and this polaItial to be bdpful draws girls to bio&ogy
related can:en, while pbysical science careen are avoided because they appear UI1Tdaud
to the girls' cooccms. Values such as co-opcntion,. wodciDg with people and bdping
others are thought to be characteristic ofwomen in geuenl... The undervaluing oftbese
concerns in science tends to tum young womeo away from these sciences.
Eccles (1994) has developed a theoretical framework to guide her research into
women's educational and career choices. lbis model relates such cboices to two sets of
beliefs: the individual's expectations foc success and the importance or value the individual
places on the options perceived to be available to them. She also relates these beliefS to
cultunJ norms, e:xpe:ric:noes and aptitudes. The model predicts that people will most Iikdy
enroll in courses that they fed they can master and that have • high task value for them.
In most studies evidence supports the finding that girls and boys differ in tbcir
expectatiollS for success at various acadc:mic subjects and careers. Females weI"e found to
be less confident of suc:cess than males in scieDce--rdated professions. This d.iffe:R:oce in
occupational efficacy is • significant predictor ofoccupational choice (Eccles. 1994,
p.S93). Substantial evidence ofgenderdiffelax:es iD the valuing of educational and
occupational options also exists. Benbow and Stanley (cited in Eccles,. 1994, p.596)
found positive relati0Q5 between liIcing biology, cbemistry and physics and plans to major
in one oftbe:se areas. They also found that valuing bcIping others was a predictor ofoot
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aspiring to physical scieoce related professions (Eccles. 1994. p_S99). Wort by Gab,
Givoo and Osipow (1995) abo sugests the impact ofthe importance assigned to various
work aspectS. They found tIw income was significantly moce imponam: for mt:Il,. wtme
relationships with people wen:: more important. to women. As in EccJes' (1994) model.
men valued aspects oftraditional male roles while women valued aspects ofcareers that
included the traditional female social and humanistic orieDtatiOD (Gab. Givoo iii. Osipow.
1995, p.2IJ) and these values can lead women and men to choose verydifferem cueers..
Clearly, believing one can succoed at an occupatioa is critical to ODe'S decisiort to enter
that occupation. Howeva-. this seIecrioo also depeDds 00 the value attached to
characteristics oCtile occupation iud(
Socialization plays a role in these educational and careeI" choices as well. Ftr'Sl,
gender role socialization leads women and men to have different personal values. It
reUews, then, that tasks involviDg various characteristics will have different value for
women and men. Gender roles also suggest different primary activities for women and
men. Ifa woman bas intemalized her wIture'5 ddinitioo of the female role as thar: ofwife
and mother. she willlikdy rate paremiJlg and &mily as more important than eateef" roles
and will be more likely to make decisions in favour ofthese roles. The women in Eccles'
(1994) study indicIted theywoukl be rDOI"e likely to make sacrifices in their professional
life for the needs oftbe family than would men.. SiDoe providing for the family fin.anciaUy
can be done by having a successful career. men see these roles as compatible and aspiring
to a career poses less conflict for tbem..
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Some ev1denoe sugests thai. men are lDOI"C likeiy than women to exhibit a siDsle-
minded devotion to ODe goal. especially an oca.apaboD.. Women, in cootrast. appear to
value competence in severalllCCMties simultaneously (Eccles,. 1994, p.60I). The
perceived difIiaIhyof~ demaodiDg professional wodc with bome aDd child care
respoosa1lilities is cited as a reason roc the low represematioo ofwomen in scienoc and
c:ogineering(Morgan. 1992. p.DO). Many women ace lar8dy rcspoosibIe for raising tIxir
children at an age when scientists are establisbiDg their careen. The perceived coofticl
between traditional female roles and values and the demands of nWe-typed education and
careers in very salient for women (Eccles, 1994, p.602). Ifinstitutions provided home
maJcing support for women, comparable to the technical and SoeCTetIrial support provided
to men. this conflict could be greatly reduced (Mason. 1991, p.2(6).
R.esearcbers have identified many educatioo&I. and social factors thought to be
responsible for the discrepancy between the I11lDbcn of mea aDd women in the scieDces.
While the argument that women have differatt cognitive abilities than men bas Lost
support in recent yean, it is geocraUy accepted in the field tIw women may have a
diff~ way ofleaming and openring in science due to their differing ro&es on society.
These differences bave given rise to a call for a more femaJe..6imdly science. • feminist
science.
One such framework for the development of. feminist science is that of feminist
standpoint theory. This theory is based OD the premise that the diffaing social experiences
of men and women give them different ways ofloolcing at life and interpreting events and
thus different standpoints (Roychoudlnuy, Tippins and N"lcboIs. 1995, p.898). This
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different standpoint can eugeoder a pdem oftbougbr: or wxk:nt.a.DdiDg that is curreotly
absent from scieoce.. lDdeed, womea's experieDces have bistoricaUy been oegiected as
starting points for" scieatific research and as gcncntOl"S ofImowiedge (Roycboudhwy ct
aL, 1995. p. 898).10 supportiDgtheoeed forafemiDist~Ruth Ginzberg (1987)
suggests thaI gynocattric scieDce bas existed all along but bas 110I: been recognized
because it was DOt caUed scieoce.
Another supporter ofa feminist science is HiJaryR.ose. Using an example ofthe
writing of Marge Piercy she says that when writing or talking about science, feminists
always return to alternative visions offering what she calls the ·possibility ofa DeW,
utopian society" (Rose. 1986. p.S9).
Que technology did DOt develop in a straight line from
yours... We have limited resources. We plan co-
opentively. We can afford to waste...nothing. You might
sayour·you'd say retigion? - ideas make us see ClW'Sdves as
partDen with water, air, birds. fish. trees (Rose, 1986.
p59).
Feminists do not return to these ideas by cbaDce. Rose daims that. because scientifi<:
knowledge comes from pnctioe within the wodd, a ferilist view, rooted in the caring
nature ofmuch ofwomen's work, will be qualitativdy ditfereot from masculinist science
(Rose, 1986, p.60). Much ofwomen's labour bas been in the home. as well as in jobs
involving patience and repetitive tasks. The combination ofmenial1&bour and -people
work- with children, busbands and the elderly (Rose, 1986, p.70) bas involved both labour
and love. Women have gained from this much experieutial knowledge. knowledge gained
individually from the practice ofcaring. This will be a characteristic of feminist science.
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Feminist stlDdpoira theorists an: DOt surprised at the~ of
women in scieoce because the logic aDd processes dominated and developed by men can
neve£ be totally COIrIpCibIe with women's staDdpoiots and so there is a need to include
women's views and ways ofbowing in scieoc:e.. It maybe that tbeinhereDt mascuJiDityof
science is the prime reason girls avoid scieoce(lloycboudhwy et aI.• 1995. p.899). Men
teaching are often masculine in MlW'e aDd male dominance in the classroom is oftco the
Although philosophen and sociologists have questioned the objective, unemotional
and value·frec view ofscience., this view dominates academia (Roycboudhury et aI.• 1995,
p.899). Feeling a personal booding with the subject is unr.ccepubIe in science. In a study
by Wolffenspcr-ger (1993), female university srudeots reponed that science and distance
were expected to accompany each other. ODe young woman wrote, ...the teachers
criticism was that 1bIdo't distanced mysdfmough from the topic; it was DOt scientific
(WolffenspergCl", 199]. pAl). The work ofBarbu'a McClintoclc. RacbcI. Carsoo. and
Anna Brito was often seen as -odd" or "incomprebaIsibIc" (Gimberg. 1987, p.70).
Carson. who introduced ecology to Americans, urged people to try to learn to live with
insects rather than try to control natw'e with pesticides. McClintock dealt with her
subjects very personaUy and with much care. treating them as individuals.. She said,
...when I was really working with them. [wasn't outside, I
was down there. I was part oftbe system. [was right
down there with them, and everything got big. I was even
able to see the internal puts ofcbromosomes - actually
everything was there. It surprised me because I aetuaUy felt
2.
as if I were right down there aod these were my friends
(Martin. t 988, p.I29).
Brito says of her studies that,
...you IDISt idenbfywith what you're doing. You must
totally idcmify. Ifyou really want to undentaDd about.
tumour. you've got to be • tumour...}'OU taD in love with.
thmg(Manin.p.IJO).
It is likely that. women would fed like outsiders when their emotional aDd
connected ways oflcnowing are not sanctioned or are marginalized. Scientific endeavours,
therefore, need to be based in both men's and women's experiences SO that people are DOt
forced to assume a viewpoint inc:ompabble with their own (Roychoudhwy et aI., 1995.
p.899). In telling students to distance tbemsefves from their subject. it must be made clear
that this means that science requires them to consider aU of the relevant data before
drawing conclusions.
The intimacy with which these scieutists rdale to their objects ofiDquiry is
common in feminist coooeptions oflcnowledge. It is the -oddity'" oftbese approaches.
claims Ginzberg, that should tell us that there is an alternative scientific paradigm
(Ginzberg, 1987. p.70). Sciefttists usually deny. or at k:ast do not acknowledge. their
relationship to the objects they study in the way that McClimoclc does. KdJer(I989)
speaks of McClintock's -feeling for- the organism- which McClintock openly expresses.
This, some say, is characteristic offeminist science.
Objectivity can also be used to isolate the production ofpute scieoti£ic knowledge
from the uses of that knowledge (Fee, 1981, p.384). Thus scientists funded by the military
are free to insist that the use oftbeir reseaccb is DOt their responsibility. Here objectivity is
used to COvel" up passivity 00. the put oftbe scicDrists who have agreed to accept the
position and IabofatOty freedom in renun for their sileDce. Women. who baV1: beea
traditionally viewed as passive. have special reason to quesboo the power ofothers to
require such sileoce(Fee,. 1981, pJ86). Feminist scieuoe would DOt create distiDctions
between the production and uses of kDowk:dge. between tbougbt and Ceding. subject aDd
object. It wouJd DOt divorce objectivity and subjectivity but woukl rather try to integrate
all ofthese aspect5 for. more complete understanding ofoucwortd (Fee. 1981, p.389). A
feminist epistemology based on women's labour in the world must insist on the validation
of subjectivity in science. It will emphasize the holism and harmony she sees in
McClintock's work.. This will oec:essarily be a distinctive feminist science..
There is, however. more to the daiDg ofscience than method alODe. Styieand
approach are what some say distinguish women scientists and should characterize a
feminist science.. Feminist paradigms in many areas enable scbolars to understand previous
anomalies. reinterpret traditional telCU and expand. the canons oftbeirfidds (Hardy, 1988.
p.134). The diffcmJt style is DOt part ofourpraent mctalheories ofscieooe.
Philosophers of science focus on ratioD&lity and logic. DOt the tneodship and love
characteristic ofMcC1intock's work.. The important elements ue tbeocetical
understanding. oot intuition. Personal feding and relationships arc seen as impediments to
objectivity, not ingredients ofdisoovery. But science is. human activity joilliog thought
and action. reason and emotion, subject and object. tact and value (Martin, 1988, p.l33).
Definitions which portray science as only the lint side of these dichotomies will certainly
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be iDaccurate. Feminist scieoce woWd supposedly address this coocem. Carol Gilligan's
work on IIlCln.I devdoptDeDl~ a pattern ofn:sponse.. Sbe caUed it. diffi:reot
voice. ODe that bad been overlooked M misrepresented by the dominant tbeofy ofthe field
(Manin, 1988, p.IJO). In studyiDgtbe thought and work ofwome:n 5Cienti5ls. both
Evelyn Fox KelleI'-aod June Good6dd (Fox Kd1a-. 1989. p.ll) baveUDl:O'o'Uedattitudes.
assumptions and experieDces that our meutbeories ofscience do not capture.. This is wtw.
Martin ca1ls a -different style- (Manin. p.130. 1988).
The case studies by Keller- and Goodfield suggest that the intuition and love in this
different style functiOD heuristically in science in that they are prominent in the discovery
of hypotheses and the decisions as to which hypotheses warrant further study.
McClintock's intimate knowledge oCber com allowed berto grasp what was going 00 aDd
which aspectS oftbeir behaviour oecded to be raearcbed further" (Martin. p.lli. 1988).
Kacen Messing sees some more aspects ofthe diff~ approach and styfe. She, too, feels
certain that a feminist scieooe would ask &Dei address diffe:reot questions (Messing. p.6S.
1986). Women scicntislS have been re:spoosible for most nftbe undcntandiDg we have of
tbeeffeeuoftbeworicplaceoo. women's bealth. focinstance.
In WoIffensperger"s (1993) study, the freedom to choose what c::ompooents to
study as pan of their degree program was • positive factor for female students. It aUowed
them to find relevance in the work and this renewed their motivation. One student wrote,
"I recognized aspects ofmyself in the subjects I was studying, so that my studies became
closer to me" (Wolffensperger, 1993, pA2). Science and technology need to incorporate
the feminist ideas ofconteXt and connection (Messing, p.66, 1986).
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Despite di1fereaces between men aDd women's approach to Ieaming. many
propose that we do DOt oeed to call fur a toIaDy DeW and sepame coaceptioo. ofscience in
order to appreciate the differeoces between male aDd female scieDtists.. An important
component ofmany feminiDe critiques ofscieDce is the rejection ofthe idea that a single
method can include all the varieties and types ofkDowtedge and experience. Therefore,
bow can we justifY that one distinct feminist method will account roc .all. these varieties of
knowledge and experience? Between men and women. even among these groups. there
may be differences in their science; but this does DOt mean we oced a totally different
science.
Harding (1987) defines a research method as "a technique for gathering evidence"
(Harding, 1987, p.21). lfwe look at some oftbe most widely accepted examples of
feminist research. it becomes dear that their methods ofevidence gathering are oot
unique. Carol Gilligan listens to wbat women say wbm preseoted with familiar IIlOral
dilemmas. This is ODe mditiooal method in social scieooe. Joan KelIy-<Jadol. using
another traditional metbod,. examines ancient property and marriage recon:ls to show that
women did DOt have a renaissance, at least DOt ckuing the Renaissance(Har 1987,
p.2I). CJearly some ofthe most inftuential feminist scientists have DOt employed. distinct
feminist method. but rather have used some verytnditiorW methods ofiDquiry. We can
now ask. what is the point ofdeveloping a tbeoly ofdistinct feminjst ioquiIy when some
of the best research will DOt satisfY its criteria (Harding, 1987, p.ll)?
With this question in mind, it seems more sensible to tty to detennine what facton
make these examples offeminist research distiDctive. While these features may have
consequences fOT the choice of research methods, there is 00 reason to Jabel them methods
themselves. One distinguishing characteristic offeminist research is lhat it generates
questions for exploration from the perspective ofwomen's experiences. It is science for
women. it answers their questions and allows women. to have their interests addressed.
Harding maintains that there is -no good reason to appropriate UDder the label of method
every important feature oftbe scientific process~ (Harding,. 1981, p28). How problems
are selected is part ofthe process and docs tum out to make a difference to the results of
inquiry, but it is not usefully considered a distinctive researcb method.
Another feature offeminist research is placing the researcher in the same •critical
plane- as the subject matter to be 5tUdied. Then the researcher is not an invisible,
omnipotent voice of authority but rather is real and subject to scrutiny along with the
subject matter and data. The desires., attitudes and interest of the observer are part of the
evidence needed to evaluate results and thus should be presented with those results
(Harding, 1981, p.29). Like other features offeminist inquiry, this subjectivity is not
within the method category and it must DOt be allowed to interfere with the scientific
development from ideas to observations to theory.
Finally, Harding ideutified another problem in the tendency of social scientists to
seek a unique method as the explanation for what is unusual in feminist research or
feminist science (Harding, 1987, p.2S). The term method itselfis vague, for bow could
one define a -scientific method- so that it referred to practices common in every scientific
discipline. Similarly, a single feminist science cannot be expected to include all the
poSSIble practices in scientific areas.
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TbeI"e also scans to be agreement that feminist values sbou1d not produce •
science which could be '-beUed as "'soft" or "bad" sciax:e(Damarin. 1991, p.lll). By
feminist we are referring to the advocation ofthe gnnt::iIJ8 of social. political aDd
economic rights to women equaI.o those graDtcd to men. Feminist theory attempts to
describe women's oppression, to explain its causes aDd cocuequcnces aDd to attempt to
achieve Liberation for women (Tong. p.l, 1989). Feminist scic8c:e thus emphasizes the
desire for equality in the sciences as opposed to highlighting the dichotomies between men
and women. It emphasizes unity instead of separation, DOt requiring a separate science but
rather a broadening ofwhat we already have. "The badly Deeded reunions ofthought and
action, reason and emotion, subject and object. fact and value, and the enrichment of our
theories ofscience, tbcsc promises depend on the very expansion ofthe boundaries of
philosopbyoCscieooe..."(Manin. p.I38,1988).
1be proponents of. different science oceded some legitimization Of" better yet an
exemplar. This was fOUDd when Barbara McClintock was awarded the Nobel Prize for
Medicine in Physiology in 1983. A1 the same time, however. that some feminists were
claiming McClintock as a prime example of their feminist Icienoe, mainstream scientists
claimed her as ODe oftbeir own. stating then: is only ODe scieooe. Stepbco Jay Gould
staled that her «feding rOT the organism," a term coined by KeIJeI-. is in DO way distiDctive
(Keller. 1987, p.37). McClintock: benelfis DOt a feminist. She has resisted all
classification and remains committed to science as a place where all "'matter ofgender
drops away" (Keller, 1987, p.37). Thus, there are problems with coDSideriDg McClintock
as the comerstooe of. distinct feminist science.
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It seems that women scientists inside the cirdc ofpo'IW:r" have evt:rytbimg to lose by
demarcation aloog the IiDes ofgender. Such limits ba~ historicaDy. ooly excluded them.
It is hardly swprisiug tIW: these WOlI\lI!Il stroogfy resist the c:ooc:ept ofa feminist scimoe..
Also, because our UDdenwldins ofscieoce aDd femininity are 50 opposed in society. it is
bard to justify • satisfiriD8 cIdinitioa offeminist scieDce wben tbc:se two terms have
historically been CODSUUCted in opposition to each other.
The McClintock study is, however. valuable. Evdyu Fox Ke:l.Ier's biogRpby of
McClintock is the second part ofthe biographical research which goes beyond mapping
the exclusion and compromise between private and public life required ofwornen and
instead explores the specific conbibution ofa woman scientist whose life and work have
been cbaracterized by. high degree ofpersonal autonomy and recognition.. For many
women working in science it validates the possibility ofdifference within scieoce as we
know iL It makes room within tbe.ecisting -caoon- for many oftbe questions and
interpmations that the earlier ODe rejected. It pccscnts a larger, ricbcI- science rather than
a differan, separate ODe (KeUa-. 1987, p.41).
R.egacdless ofthe debate OWl'" the need for a feminist science. the diffi:reoces
between men's aDd women's cxperieoces and~ oflc:DowiDg indicate sevenJ.
implications for instruction. Science tcaching usually invokes the values ofpatriarchal
science (Damarin. 1991, p.113). Foreumple, biology srudems are required to d*CI1
their empathy as they dissect frogs; mathematics aod physics students must suspend beliefs
when faced with an unrealistic problem. situation.. Such situations can begin the initiation
of some students into science. but they can also separate others.. often women, from
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science. A major goal of female-friendly science must: be the provision ofoWOrtunities
for students to connect what they learn with thelrreal-Iife experiezx:es (Roychoudhwy et
a1, 1995, p.899). This approach can benefit both male and female students. Giving
students the option to pursue their imel"eSls can make room for experiential differences. It
can also provide them with a sense ofownenhip for their learning (Roychoudb.uy et at.•
1995,p.917).
Another inclusionary tecbnique suggested is the use of projects ofextended length.
Roychoudhwy et al (1995) fouod that many female students appreciated 5Uch projects.
According to the stUdents, the longer time period allowed for a cyclical process of
observation and discussion which led to a bette!" understanding oftbe project. WOmer! in
the field support this contention saying that the extended time for data coUection fosten
women's need for connection with their study (Roychoudhwyer: aI., 1995, p.914). Added
benefits appear to be that science-apprdJensive students had time to feel more comfortable
and successful in science and the feeling ofownership created was especially imponant for
emalc students since it legitimized their vantage point (Roycboudhury et aI., 1995, p.911).
Teacbers can have an even more direct influence on their students. In
Wolffensperger's (1993) study, female university students described theirteacbers as
.....unapproacbable beings, as selfcentered personalities who work in blinkers...and are not
interested in students" (Wolffensperger. 1993. p.43). This feding was compounded by the
filet that most ofthc academic stafftbey encountered were male. Clearly, more personal
attention is required on the pan ofteachers ifwe are committed to increasing women's
participation in science.
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WoIffenspergea-(I99J) abo fOUDd that the competitive umospbere ofscieDce aDd
science education is discoocerting for female studculs. This is supported by the fuxlings of
Roychoudhwy et al (1995) whose subjects respoadcd that WOftiag in groups was.
positive ecperience. This female propensity roc c:oUIborarive work is often mentioned by
~ studyiDg the learning styles ofwomal. Such c:o-opentive pedagogic methods
are suggested for female..frieodly science (RoydIoudb.uy et aL. 1995, p.912).
Damarin (1991) suggests that the computer- could be useful in the creation of
materials for feminist instruction in science fOT several reasons.. First ofan. the use ofthe
computer requires the instructional designer to take a fresh look: at the subject matter
(Damarin. 1991. p.114). By moving away from traditional modes ofinsttuction, a
desigoer working with feminist values could iocorporalC these values into the software.
The computer also allows (oc alternate repr-eserltatio ofscieDcific truth. The
interconnectedness ofvubal. visual and aural informuioo. could highlight the imer-
rdatedness ofperspectivcs. Hypermedia. in particular. c:ouJd allow studc:ots to explore
informatioo in muJtipJe, IlOO-tiDeac paths (Damarin. 1991, p.114). The computer. with its
access to large d.atabases. bas the potential to include large quantities ofinformaion in
instructional materials. This invites studems to find and Clq)lore the c:xpc:rieoces ofwomen
and of gender in tbeit study ofscience (Damari:n, 1991, p.114).
Finally. computer simulations are not destructive aCme objects under study. As
such, women need DOt suspend feelings ofempathy or concern for Iifc, nature or the
environment as they study science (Damarin, 1991, p.114). Within scieoce instJuction.
computers may be more flexible aDd leu full oftraditional. biases than other media and
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modes of instruction. Computers, in and oftbcmselves. will DOt present attemative
viewpoints.. HoweYer, ifuscd to crate opportunities to move away from just the &cts.
computers may be a key to openiDg JcieDce to JDOI'e WUmeD aDd to more ideas (Oamarin.
1991, p.l20).
An attempt to completely reddiDe the process ofknowtedge gmc:ntioo. and
activity in science would be an eoormous task aDd ODe which seems to be unoec:essary.
Any framework labeUed as feminist science faces the danger ofbeing perceived as soft
science and as such will certainly be met with disapproval by members of the scientific
community and perhaps the community at large. A suggestion in 1991. by Chris Decker,
health minister at the time. that midwives should be pan ofour bealth care system
(Evening Telegram. 1991. p.ll) met with very little suppon. Ifthe public can not support
such traditional women's methods in such a dearly female issue., bow can we C'<pt.Ct •
feminist view ofscience to fare any better?
The dc:m&Dd for the devdopmem ofa fcsninist scieoce must DOt be intefpmed or
presented as a separatist goal ofgencntiog distinct venioos ofscieoce. but rather it
should be seen as an attempt to comect two diffc:rmt pc:npec:cive and make science more
incIusiooary. The task falls to those who are within the scientific oommunity who bave the
opponunity to prevent • waste of future potemial.
Society paY'- bigh price for its inadequate suppan ofwomeu's dual roles. as weI..I
as its failure to successfully encourage and support women in non-traditional fields such as
science and engineering_ At present. both men and women largely tend to go into gender-
stereotypical occupations. It is the Kknowledgement that such discrepancies engage
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broad issues ofgender equity and the potential loss of scientific talent that must drive the
effort to seck explanations for the low nwnbefs ofwomen in the sciem:es and to find
successful solutions.
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There are many factors influencing the career choice ofyoung women. At present
the combination ofpersonal and societal issues leads both men and women into largely
gendef.Stereotypical occupations. The WISE Summer Employment Program is one
initiative designed to encourage girls toco~careers in the fields ofscieoce and
engineering_ Those accepted to the Program arc offered positions as research assistants
in laboratories at Memorial University ofNewfound1aDd. These girls work side by side
with scientists and engineers for eight weeks. They are also involved in tours and outings
and participate in events with guests from the scientific community. After eight summers
ofoperation, the WISE Program could benefit from a formal evaluation. Positive results
from sucb an evaluation could demonstrate the value of the Program and poSSl.oly lead to
more reliable sources of future funding.
Since the Women In Science and Engineering Student Employment Program is
designed to encourage young women to consider careers in science. engineering and
related disciplines, the research questions to be addressed by this project were as follows:
(I) to determine whether the program affected the career choices of young
women,
(2) to determine whether the program influenced the students' selection of
courses in high school, and
(3) to determine whether there had been • change in students' attitudes
regarding careen in science. engineering and related fields and various
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issues rdated to the subject ofwomen in sc:ialc:e.
The method ofraearcb pIamed for this study iDvoMd the interprewion ofdata
obtained from questionnaires. In order to assess the sbol1. term effects ofthe WISE
Program a qucstionDaire was &dministen:d in penon to aD participuts ofibe 1997 WISE
Program on the first day of the program.. This quest.ioonaire gatbc:red information about
the students' scicDce courses t:akeD to date, pIamed courses for the following school year,
their career plans and attitudes toward science, engineering and related careen. This
initial questionnaire asked the students to provide their name, age and school grade as wen
as lhe science courses they bad completed to date. They were then asked which science
courses they had chosen for the 1997·1998 school year. Finally, students were asked if
they bad made any career plans and if50 to provide details ofany such future educational
and career goals. Their attitudes towards science. engineering and reWed careen and
these careers as options for women were assessed by means ofa series of statements to
which students were asked to indieue their agreemeat Of" disagreemeoL A Liken scale
was devised wbue studeots were asked to indicate bow strongly they agreed Of" disagreed
with statemeots using a scale consistiDg ofstroogIy agree., agree. d.isagree. strongly
disagree and doo't know. Foe-the purposes of statistical calculations these statement
were assigned a code from I - 4. ODe repre:serding «strongly agree" and four representing
"strongly disagree." The response of "doD't know" was DOt included in statisticaJ
calculations A post·WISE questionnaire oftbe same format was administered on the final
day ofthe program to assess any chaDges in future educational and <:an:IeI' plans as well as
the development ofenhanced, positive attitudes about careen in science.. Students were
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also asked to indicate any aspects ofthe program that they bad found to be particularfy
influential on their views ofscience as a poSSl"ble career pa1h for tbemselves and foc
women in general.
The same questionnaire was administered to a comparison group ofgirts chosen by
the program coordinator as aItemal:es for the WISE Program. These students are sdected
each year to replace anyone who dcc1iocs theo~ ofa WISE position and, as such, are
very similar in terms of the characteristics that the program looks for in its reseacch
assistants.
The long term effects ofthe program were evaluated by administering a
questionnaire to students ofthe 1994 WISE Program. This probed the educational and
career choices followed by these yOUDg women and looked for the presence ofcontinued
positive attitudes toward careers in science, engiDeering and related aecas. This
questionnaire a.sked for the students' name., age and current status with regard to what and
where they weTC studying andlor working. They weu asked to provide information on
their future educational and career plans. The statements to be rated for agreement or
disagreement on the Likert scale were also administered to ascertain their attitudes
towards science, engineering and such careen: as possbilities for themselves and women in
general. They were also asked ifparticipation in the WISE Program influenced their
educational and career decisions. Ifso. they were asked to provide any details they could
as to what they found worthwhile in the Program.
Since the questionnaires could not be administered in person to either the 1997
alternates or the 1994 participants, these groups ofgirls received their questionnaires in
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the mail. A COVet" letter explained the purpose ofthe study and the extent of the students'
involvement. stating that participation was voluntary and could be withdrawn at any time.
The latter also provided information allowing the students to contact the researcher if
necessary. There was also a consent fonn which the students signed and returned with
their completed questionnaire in the acx:ompanying swnped. retum·addressed envelope.
A telephone reminder was made to girls who had oot returned their questionnaires
one month, and two months, after the initial mailings. Several students WCI"e sent a second
questionnaire package. since they bad discarded or mislaid the origina.l copy. Sixteenof
the twenty-six alternates returned completed consent forms and questionnaires,. as did
tweJve ofthe twenty-six participants from 1994. In telephone conversations with some of
the 1997 alternates,. it was found that many thought they did not need to complete the
questionnaire since they had not been involved in the WISE Program. This problem was
created because they had not read the cover letter and they agreed to participate after
speaking with the researcher. OtheI-limitations are presented below.
(1) Limiting the evaluation to an examination ofthe extent to which objectives
have been met may miss other unintended effects that could be important in
the success ofthe WISE Program.
(2) The evaluation assumes that the goals of the WISE Program ate attainable.
(3) We cannot know what educational or career goals participants ofthe
WISE Program would have pursued had they DOt participated in the
program. For comparison we are restricted to loomg at the choices of
similar non-participants.
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(4) A selection bias may mean that those chosen for the WISE positions are
particuluty inclined to careers in science ()(" engineering, thus creating
nonequivalem groups for comparison.
CUpt<r4
IhtaAulysis ....~
The first group studied in this ew:Iuatioo were the participants in the 1997 Women
In Science aDd EngiDeeriDg (WISE) Summer- EmpIoymeut Prognm.. Thirty~six girls were
employed as part oftbe program lkJring that SlJIIIIDef" and aU completed • questioon&ire
during the first and last day oftbc: prognm.. De:sc:riptive statistics were generated to
provide some insight into the group under stUdy iDcIuding the science and mathematics
courses they bad completed and the science and matbematics courses they planned to take
the foUawing school year, as weD as their future academic and career goals. Parametric
statistics, including (·tests for paired samples and t-tests for independent samples., were
generated to determine iftbe program may have been responsible for any significant
changes in attitudes towards careen in scieDce and engineeriog.
As can be seeD from Table 1, the participants in the 1997 WISE Program bad
successfully competed many oftbcacademic high sc:bool science courses. with Biology
2201, Chemistry 2202 and Physics 2204 completed by 75, 97.2 and 86.1% respectively.
As well., 69.4% oftbese girls bad completed Advanced Mathematics 1201. All oCtile
students had been successful with the mathematics and science courses to date and the
average mark ofaU these courses was 89%. These girls bavt been quite successful
academically and as Table 2 shows they intended to continue with science in their final
year ofhigh school. It is apparent that, after participating in the WISE ProgRm, there
was an increase in the oomber ofgirls who reported that they planned to take science in
school the following year. The largest ioc:rease is in those planning co do Physics 3204,
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where the paoentage rose from 69.4 to n.s. TbeirWISE ex:perience appears to have
encouraged these studalts to continue studying scic:Dce as they complete their high sdIool
program.
Table I
Science and Mu"""'tin; Couacs C9mpk:tc4
WISE 1997 Participants
Coone Coon' P.....,
Biology 2201 27 75.0
Biology 3201 13 36.1
Chemistry 2202 3S 97.2
Cbemistry3202 \6 44.4
Environmental Science ]205 \ 2.8
General. Science 1200 2.8
Geology 32113 2.8
Physics 2204 31 86.\
Physics 3204 13.9
Honours Physics 2.8
Academic Mathematics 10 27.8
1300
continued...
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CO""" Count P=en'
Academic Mathematics 61 16.1
Advanced Mathematics 25 69.4
1201
Advanced Mathematics 31 86.1
2201
Advanced Mathematics 19.4
3201
Calculus Readiness 3105 '.3
Statistics 3104 2.'
~.t1""36.
Table 2
Science Cowzs 'bozo fur tbe foUowins School Yw
1997 Partic:i.panu. Pre-WISE aDd Post·W1SE
Coone %of~WISEparticipaftlS % ofPost-WISE
pWciponts
Biology 2201 2.8 5.6
Biology 3201 41.7 44.'
Advanced Placement 0.0 2.8
Biology
Chemistry 2202 2.8 2.8
Chemistry 3202 2.8 2.8
Environmerrta1 Science nos 44.4 44.'
General Science 1200 2.8 2.8
Geology 3203 2.8 2.8
Pbysics2204 8.3 2.8
Physics 3204 69.' 77.8
Honours Physics 2.8 2.8
Table 3 indicates the occupations ofthe parents ofthe students who participated in
the WISE 1997 Program.. 80th the motben afmis group ofstudents and the girls
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tbcmsdves rdlcct the sutistics reported earlia". SWisti<:s Canada reponed in 1994 that
700/e ofall employed women wat: working in c:itber teKtm& health rdatcd jobs or saies
and service jobs. Table) shows that the motben ofthese girls were very typical in tbeir
career choices with 62.8% oftbem WOIking in the 6dds.Nsf.listed. It bas been shown that
school mathematics and science c:ounes. However", their career goals. as those oftbc:ir
mothers, clearly indicate a prc:fermce for the health profession. As Nevitte et aL (1988)
reported, the best female science students are about five times more likely than average to
seek "nurturing" careers.
Table)
Parental Occupations
WISE 1997 Participanu
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Occupational Oassificatioo % of Mothers %ofFa1her's
Bu.siness. rmaoce and
AdministrativeOcaipations
NatunoI .... ApplXd
Sciences and Related.
Occupations
13.4
0.0
9.4
6.3
..
OccupatiooalCJassification % ofMotbers %ofFatben
Health Oocupations 23.3 93
Occupations in Social 23.3 S.6
Scieoce, Educatioo.
Government ServK:e and
Religion
Sales and Service 16.S 6.2
Occupations
Trades, Transpon and 0.0 18.7
Equipment Operators and
Related Occupations
Occupations Unique to 3.3 9.4
Prinwy Industty
Occupations Unique 10 0.0 6.3
- .. Manu&auring
aodUtilities
Od>« 20.0 6.2
After graduating from high school all oftbese girls planned to .nend a post-
secondary institution, both before and after the WISE Program. Table 4 describes the
post-secondary mBjor aspired to bythiJ group ofgirls both before and after-the 1997
WISE Program. While there is only a smarr increase in the percemage ofgirls aspiriDg to
the sciences and reIatt.d &dds (91.1% be:foreaDd 91.9% after), there are some imerestiDg
results. FoUowiDatbe WISE Program tbereweregirls (S.6%)wbo aspired to study
engineering wbcn:as DOne ofthe girls had this goal initially. Tbe:re was abo an inc:rea:se in
those who were undecided about. future c:oune ofstud)'. This suggests that the Program
motivated some studeDts to recoDSider their finure aspirations in ligbt ofthe experiences
and information that the WISE Program had provided them...
Table 4
lntended Pos.Secondary Major
1997 Participants., Pre-WlSE and Post-WISE
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Major % ofPre-WISE Participants % of Post-WISE
Participants
An> 5.6 5.6
Astronomy 0.0 2.8
Behavioural Neurology 2.8 5.6
Biology 16.7 19.4
Biochemistry ILl 16.7
Chemistry 8.3 8.3
Criminolgy 2.8 0.0
Education 0.0 2.8
Engineering 0.0 5.6
4.
Majo< % ofPre-WISE Patticipaats % oCPost-WISE
Participants
Englim 2.' ,."
F=ch 0.0 2.8
Geology 0.0 2.8
literature 2.' 0.0
Marine Biology 2.' 0.0
Mathematics '.3 2.8
Medicine '.3 2.'
Nursing 2.' 2.'
Nutrition 0.0 2.'
Physics '.3 '.3
P~oth=py 2.' 0.0
PoycholosY ,." 2.'
Public Relations ,." 2.8
Science ILl ,."
Zoology 2.' 2.8
Undecided 22.2 2'
~. Some students provided more than one response.
Table 5 re8ccts the cllatJges in the students' choice ofpost-secondarylDljM as
more clearly in their career- goals. There was also a dramatic drop in tile percentage of
girls aspiring to carras to beatth occupatioDs,. sociaJ. scienoc:s. sales and service and the
arts. The iDcrease in those who reponed beiDg UDdecided about their career goals
suggests that participation in the WISE Programga~ them more imormatioo and options
to consider befoce makiDs such an important decision.
TableS
~
1997 Participants, Pre-WISE and Post-WISE
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Occupational Classification % ofPre-WISE
puticipants
% ofPost-WISE
Occ::upatioos
Health Occupations
5.6
41.9
&6.4
2.&
47.5
69.6
so
OcaJpatioaal CI.assi&:ation % ofPre-WlSE % ofPost-WISE
~ ponici......
Occupations iD Social 44.5 S.•
Science. EducatiOI1,.
Government Service and
Religion
Occupations in Art. 19.5 0.0
Culture, Recreation and
Sport
Sales and Service l1.2 0.0
<k.cupations
00« '.0 5.0
Ulldecided 25 27.8
~ Students provided more than ODe response..
The questionnaires completed by the girls included a sdection ofstatements to
which they were to indicate the strength oftheir agreemeot of disIgreemeot. Before
comparing the responses gathered before and after the program, several stalements wen
paired to determioe whether their attitude on ODe item was related to their attitude on a
similar item. These statements are presented in Table 6. As the results show, the girls'
beliefthat it is possible to have a career in science or engineering and a family is DOt based
on gender either before or after the Program.
The correlation between the next two statements is not as strong. Before
participating in the WISE Program tbegirls did not a.ssociatetbeir beliefin the
accesSIbility ofscience to women to the same acee5Sloility foc themselves. However, after
the program the corrdation between the two statements cooccmiog this issue rose from
.3443 to .5268. This suggests that the hands-on personal experience and interaction with
role models, many ofwbom are female. bad belped the girls to make the connection and
see science and engineering as options for themselves.
Finally, the correlation greater- than .7 on the third statement concerning the need
for women to work harder than men to succeed in science and engineering suggests that
the girls agree withneitber of the SWements on this issue. This disagreement was
strengthened by their paniciparion in the WISE Program. presumably because they did oot
encounter such difficulties.
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Table 6
Attitudinal eormarioos
1997 Participants, Pre-WISE IDd Posr·WJSE
Stalcm<nt
'2
(Pre-WISE) (Pr&-WISE) (PaR·WISE) (PaR·WISE)
-Women can 1.4706
have a carett in
science or
engineering as
well as a family.
-Men can have a 1.4000
career in science
or engineering
as well as a
WniIy.
.6385 1.23S)
1.3429
.6138
S3
Stat_ Mean CoamtX>a ..... CorreIatioo
(P«-WISE) (P«-WISE) (Po>l-WISE) (post-WISE)
-Women can 1.0000 1.0000
succeed in
science and
engineering.
-I feel confident 1.2511 1.2000
that I can reach
my career goals.
-Careers in 1.3056 .3443 1.2500 .5268
science and
engineering are
accessible to
-Science and 1.2647 1.1765
engineering
fidds ofstudy
are accessible to
Statement
-F=aIe
scientistsaod
e:ngineecs must
workbarder
than males to
succeed in their
field.
·1 would have to
work harder
than my male
peers in ordCf" to
succeed in
science or
3.1563
3.1563
.7117
(post-WISE) (post-WISE)
3.0938 .1547
3.4063
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N2Ic:. - = Cannot be computed.
The attitudes ofthe WISE participants in 1997 were very positive, as can be seen
in Table 7. They agreed that science aDd e:ngineerins are ac<:es$Iole and attainable career
options for women and for tbcmsdves personally aDd they feel confident in their ability to
achieve their goals. Many responded that they have chosen a career in science or
engineering. The WISE Program did. howeva-. have some positive effects on this group
ofgirls. Their agreement with the statement that women can have a career in science OT
engineering as well as a family showed a dnunatic increase after their WISE experience. as
shown by their responses on that item.
A significant change was seen in their responses to the statement that they would
have to work. barder than their male peers to succeed in science or engineering. The level
ofdisagrecment on this item increased significantly, t(3 1)=-2.10. Ro.OS. Working side by
side with both male and female scientists and engineers demonstrated to these girls that
they are as capable as anyone else. It is also clear that the WISE Prognun provides much
information to the participant about careers in science and engineering. Their agreement
with this statement increased significantly by the end oftbe Program, 1..(35)=3.99. g<.OS.
The Program also encouraged the participants to consider careers in science and
engineering. The level of agreement with this statement increased significantly by the
conclusion afme Program" 1..(35)=>3.62. ),!<.OS.
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Table 7
!=rests for PNrt.d Sampiq
1997 Participants, Pre-WiSE and Post-WISE
Slat"""'" _WISE Post-WISE df 2-tailed
Mean Man value Significance
Careers in science and 13056 1.2"'" 0.63 3S .535
engineering are accesstble
Science and engineering 3.4375 ].4688 -0.23 31 .823
studies are more difficuh
for women than for men.
There are more burien for 2.5357 2.7143 -0.96 21 .345
women pursuing scieDce
and engineering careers
than then: are for men in
these fields.
Science and engiDeering 3.4194 3.5484 -1.28 3. 211
fields do oot welcome
Science and engineering are 1.2286 U714 0.70 3• .487
attainable options for men
and women.
'7
Stat"""'" _WISE Post-WISE df 2-tailed
Mean ..... .we Significance
Womencansucceeclin 1.0000 1.0000
science andengiDeering.
Female scientists m:1 3.1563 3.C1938 0.42 Jl .677
engineen must wort. harder
than males to succeed in
their field.
Women can have a career 1.4706 1.2353 1.96 33 .058
in science or engineering as
weU as a family.
Men can have a career in 1.4000 1.3429 0.47 3' .644
science O£ eDgiDea:ins as
well as a family.
Science and engiDeeriDg 1.2647 1.1765 1.00 33 .32>
fields of study are
accesstble to me.
I feel confident tbat I CIll 1.2571 1.2000 0.81 3. .422
reach my career goals.
,.
Stat<m<nt ....WlSE Post-WISE 1- df 2-WJed
Moon ...... value Significaoce
1would have to work 3.1563 3.4063 -2.10 31 .044'
harder than my male peen
in order" to succeed in
scienceocc:0sineeriD8-
I have considered pursuing 1.2800 UllO -.442 31 .662
a career in science and/or
engineering.
( feel confident about 1.2059 1.2941 -1.00 33 .J2S
attending a post-secondary
institution.
1have access to 1.8889 1.2500 3.99 35 .000'
information about careen
in science and engineering.
I feel confident about my 1.5294- 1.3529 1.44 33 .160
fulUte.
t see the importance of U429 1.3714 -0.44 3. .661
science in everyday life.
I have chosen a career in 1.6250 1.8750 -1.81 23 .083
science and/or engineering.
Post-WISE 1-Statement "'"-WISE
Moan Moan value
df 2·taiIed
Significance
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I have been encouraged to I.SSS6
consider careen in science
and engineering.
1.1667 3.62 3S .001*
~. df=.degrees offreedom
- = Standard error is O. Analysis cannot be computed.
Means calculated based the foRowing Likert scale:
I=strongly agree, 2=agree. 3=disagree, 4-strongly disagree
*p<.OS
Each year the WISE coordinators choose alternates for the WISE Program. Ifa
selected WISE participant declines a position or has to leave the Program for some reason
an alternate will be offered that available position. Since these girls are chosen by the
same people. based on the same selection criteria,. they provide a reasonable group for
comparison with the WISE participants of the same year.
As Table 8 shows. the alternates from the 1997 group bad completed manyaCthe
academic high school science courses with Cbemisuy 2202 and Physics 2204 succ:essfuUy
completed by 94% and 81% respectively. These students have a very comparable
academic background to the girls woo were participants in the 1997 WISE Program. It is
also true that both groups planned to continue with the sciences in their last year ofhigh
school in the fall of 1997. as can be seen in Table 9.
Table 8
Science and MJrhnn,tiq Courses Comnleted
WISE 1997 Participants and Alternates
Co"",, 1997 ParticipantS
Biology 2201 75.0
Biology 3201 36.1
APBiology 0.0
Chemistry 2202 97.2
Chemistry 3202 44.4
AP Chemistry 0.0
Environmental Science 2."
3205
General Science 1200 2."
Geology 3203 2."
Physics 2204 86.1
Physics 3204 13.9
Honours Physics 2."
Academic Mathematics 27.8
1300
1997 Alternates
69.0
50.0
6.3
94.0
31.0
6.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
81.0
19.0
0.0
6.3
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C...,. 1997 Panicipams 1997 Altc:nwes
Academic MathemaIics 16.7 56.0
2200
Advanced Mathematics 69.' 75.0
1201
Advanced Mathematics 86.1 31.0
2201
Advanced Mathematics 19.4 31.0
3201
AP Mathematics 0.0 6.3
Calcu.l.us Readiness J105 '.3 0.0
StatisticsJI04 2.' 0.0
I!lll<. l!~36.
6'
Table 9
Science and Mathematics Councs Chosen for foUowing School Year
WISE 1997 Panicipams and Alternates
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CO"""
Biology 2201
Biology 3201
Advanced Placement
Biology
Chemistry 2202
Chernistry3202
Advanced Placement
% of 1997 Participants-
5.6
44.4
2."
2."
2."
0.0
% of 1997 Alternates'
0.0
25.0
6.3
12.5
31.3
18.8
Chemistry
Environmental Science 3205 44.4
General Science 1200 2."
Geology 3203 2."
Physics 2204 2."
Physics 3204 77."
Honours Physics 2."
Advanced Placement 0.0
Physics
18.8
12.5
0.0
6.3
50.0
0.0
6.3
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Coone % of 1997 Pu1i<:ip&ms % of 1997 Alternates
Academic Mathemarics 2.8 0.0
1300
Academic Mathematics 83 0.0
2200
Academic Ma1bematics 2.8 3.3
3200
Advanced Mathematics 58.3 25.0
1201
Advanced Mathematics 13.9 43.8
3201
Calculus Readiness J IOS 0.0 25.0
Statistics 3104 47.2 18.8
Advanced PIacc:mcnt 0.0 63
M~
'1!-36.
'1;'16
As was the case for the 1997 participants, the mothers ofttle alternates also work
largely in areaso~ than the scieoces. Table lO shows the percentage ofparems
employed in each occupational group. It appears that having • parent working in science
was not a large motivatiDg factor- in the girls' sdection ofcareer goals.
Table lO
Plrmal Occupuions
WISE 1991 Alternates
OccupationalC1assific:ation % ofMotbers %ofFatben:
Business. FmaoceaDd 14.2 26.'
Administrative Occupations
Natural and Applied '.1 ]3.4
Sciences and Related
Occupations
Health Ocropations '.1 0.0
Occupatioosin Social 28.6 20.0
Science, Educorioo.
Government Ser.ice and
Religion
OccupatiollS inAtt,. '.1 0.0
Culture, Recreatioo aDd
Spon
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OccupatiooalClassific:alion % ofMotbers %ofFathers
Sales and Service 7.1 13.40=_
Trades, Transport aDd 0.0 6.7
Equipment (}penton and
Related Occupatioas
Othe< 28.6 6.2
As seen in Table 11. _large majority of both the participants and the alternates in
1997 said that a science lDIjor was • pos5l.bility for them.. However, the 1997 participants
were considering several fields DOt present in the responses from the alternates. WISE
participants provided such major'S as Astrooomy. Behavioural Neurology, Geology,
Medicine, Physics. Psychology and Geok>gy. These choices correspood to the positiotu
available in the 1997 Program.. It appears that their placements bald • strong positive
effect on these students, such that it eocotnged lbem to list their summer discipline as at
least ODC of their posSI'lMe mljon for the future. It is abo evident from Table 12 that the
health related occupations arc anr.ctive to many oftbe 1997 alternates as they were for
the 1997 WISE participants.
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Table 11
Intended Post-$eoondNy Major
WISE 1997 Participants and Ahemates
Major % of 1997 Post·WISE % of 1997 WISE
Participams Alternates
Arts 5.6 0.0
Astronomy 2.8 0.0
Behavioural Neurology 5.6 0.0
Biology 19.4 37.5
Biochemistry 16.7 6.3
Chemistry 8.3 12.5
Computer Science 0.0 12.5
Education 2.8 0.0
Engineering 5.6 6.3En_
5.6 0.0
French 2.8 0.0
Geology 2.8 0.0
Mathematics 2.8 12.5
Medicine 2.8 0.0
Nursing 2.8 6.3
..
Major % of 1997 Post·WISE % of 1997 WISE
Participants A1t.......
Nutrition 2.8 6.3
Physics 8.3 0.0
Psychology 2.8 0.0
Public Relations 2.8 0.0
Science 5.6 12.5
Zoology 2.8 0.0
Undecided 25.0 12.5
N!lli;. Some students provided more than ODe response.
Table 12
~
WISE 1997 Participants and Alternates
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Occupational Classification % of 1997 Post-WISE
participants
% of 1997 WISE
Alternates
Business, Finance and
Administrative Occupations
Natural and Applied
Sciences and Related
Occupations
2.8
47.5
12.5
62.7
..
O=pational~ %0£1997 Post-WISE % of 1997 WISE
Participads A1t..-es
H_~
69." tl2.8
Oocuparions in Social '.4 12.6
Sci-. Eduoatioo,
Government Service and
Religion
Occupations in Art. 0.0 12.6
Culture, Recreation and
Sport
00..- ,." ".3
Undecided 27.8 0.0
~ Students provided DXlre thaD one response.
Data were also coUected 011 the attiOJdes ofthis group ofalternates aDd the results
are presented in Tabk 13. The ahenwes' agreed with the Ktea that both men and women
can have both a career in science and • family. Their agreement with this statement for
men and for women has a correlation of .8485. The WISE participants. although agreeiDg
with both statements. appear to show some consideratiOIl ofgender. The correlation for
their attitudes on this issue for mea and women feU from .6385 at the onset oftbe
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Program to .6138 when the Program was completed. The experience gained from their
summer as a research assistants appears to have made them somewhat more realistic
about the challenges of raising a family and having a successful career in science or
engineering. Both the participantS and alternates made the connection between the
accessibility ofscience to women in general. and to themselves personally and do not
perceive women generally or themselves as baving to work: harder than male peers in
order to $Ucceed.
Table IJ
Attitudinal Correlations
WISE 1997 Participants and Alternates
Statement Mean Correlation Mean Correlation
(1997 (1997 (1997 (1997 Alternate
Participants) Participants) Alternates)
-Women can have a career in science 1.2571
or engineering as well as a family.
-Men can have a career in science or 1.3611
engineering as well as a family.
.6138 1.3571
1.3333
.8485
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Statement Mean Correlation ..... Correlation
(1997 (1997 (1997 (1997 Alternates)
ParticipantS) Participants) Alternates)
·Careers in science aDd engineering 1.2500 .5268 1.5000 .5222
are accessible to women.
-Science and engineering fields of Ll76S 1.2667
study are accesstDle to me.
-Female scientists and engineers must 3.0938 .7547 2.6923 .66l3
work: harder than males to succeed in
their-field.
•[ would have to work. harder than 3.4063 2.8462
my male peers in order to succeed in
science or engineering.
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Statement M.... Correlation Mean Correlation
(1997 (1997 (1997 (1997 Ahemates)
Participants) Participants) Alternates)
-Women can succeed in science and 1.0000 1.1333 .6504
engineering.
-I feel confident that I can reach my 1.2000 1.2667
career goals.
- Cannot be computed
Once again the attitudes of the two groups ofgirls, as seen by their responses to
statements presented 10 them in the questionnaire,. Wtte studied. Table 14 shows that both
groups possess the attitude that science and engineering are /lCCC:SSlble and anainable
options and they feel confident in their ability to achieve their goals. Many responded that
they have cbosen a career related to the sciences. lbere are. however. some significant
differences between the group that has been through the WISE Program and the group
which bas not. FtrSt ofall, the WISE participants disagree significantly more. 1.(47)=2.11,
R< .05, than the alternates with the statement that science and engineering do DOt welcome
women. The experience of working in a laboratory doing meaningful work with
respected scientists was a positive one. where the girls were welcomed and made to feel
comfortable.
The 1997 participants also disagree significantly 1DOr-e than the aftenwes with the
statement that they would have to work: barder than male peers in order to be successful in
science, 1..(46)=2.11, R< .05. The WISE positions give the girls re5pOllSlOiIityfor wodl:
that is useful and imponant to their supervisors. Meetiag this challenge bas demonstrated
to them that they are equally as capable as their male peers. These participants also feel
significantly more confident about their tUture.1.(l8):s -2.13, e< .05.
As expected. the WISE participantS agreed significantly more with the statement
that they have access to information about careers in science and engiDeering. .uIS>=,,-
3.94, R< .05. The exposure to science and engineering provided by the WISE Summer
Employment Program is extremely beneficial to the participants. These are positive
outcomes of a program designed to encourage girls to consider some oon-traditional
careers. They will need this information and confidence in order to choose and succeed in
science or any other career of their choosing_
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Table 14
T-testS for Indszcndent Samples
WISE 1997 Participants and Alternates
Statement WISE 1997 WISE 1991 ,- df 2·tail
Participants Alternates value Significance
Mean (post) Mean
Careers in science and 1.2500 1.5000 -L59 21 .126
engineering are accesstble
to women.
Science and engineering 3.4106 3.3333 0.62 47 .537
studies are more difficult
for women than for men.
There are more barriers for 2.7097 2.5714 0.46 43 .64.
women pursuing scieoce
and engineering careers
than tbere are for men in
tbese fields.
Science and engineering 3.5143 3.21143 2.11 47 .044'
fields do not welcome
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Stat...... WISE 1997 WISE 1997 1- df 2-uil
Participants All....... ...... S~
Mean (po5t) .....
Scieoceand engiDee:ringare Ll714 1.4000 -1.57 2\ .132
attainable options for mal
on<fwo"",,-
Women can succeed in 1.000 1.1333 -1.47 I' .\64
science and engineering.
Female scientists and 3.0938 2.6923 1.59 '3 .120
engineers must work harder
than males to succeed in
tbelrfield.
Women can have. career 1.2371 usn -0.69 .7 .494
in scieoce DC engineering as
well as a family.
Men can have a career in 1.36l1 U333 0.15 4. .88\
science or engineering as
well as a family.
Science and engineering 1.1944 1.2667 -0.56 •• .577
fields of study are
accessible to me.
7S
Statement WISE 1997 WISE 1997 t- df 2·tailed
Participants Ahemates val... Significance
M.... (post) Mean
I feel confident that I can 1.2000 1.2667 -0.51 48 .611
reach my career goals.
I would have to work 3.4000 2.8462 2.11 46 .040'
harder than my male peers
in order to succeed in
science or engineering.
I have considered pursuing 1.3529 1.1333 1.53 4S .132
a career in science and/or
engineering.
[ feel confident about 1.9091 1.5714 1.29 4S .203
attending a post-secondary
institution.
I have access to 1.3143 2.6667 -3.94 18 .001"
information about careers
in science and engineering.
I feel confident about my 1.2500 1.6429 -2.13 18 .047·
future.
7.
Statement WISE 1997 WISE 1991 (- <If 2~tailed
Participants Alternates vaIu. Significance
M.... (post) Mean
I see the importance of 1.3114 1.4667 -0.54 48 .594
science in everyday life.
I have chosen a career in 1.3114 1.2308 0.96 24 .349
science and/or engineering.
I have been encouraged to 1.9355 1.5000 1.45 43 .132
consider careers in science
and engineering.
~. df=degrees offreedom
Means calculated based the following Likert scale:
I=stronglyagree, 2=agree, 3=disagree, 4-strongly disagree. S=don't Imow
-p<.OS
The final groups to be srudied were the participants from 1997 aDd the patticipalllS
from 1994. Data were coUect:ed from aD 36 ofthe 1997 panicipaat.s and from 12 oftbe
26 participants from 1994. The patticipants from. 1994 also showed themsd~to be very
capable. They also bad comp~edmany ofthe high scbooI science counes as shown in
Table 15. The girls from the 1994 WISE Program tmd c:ompIetcd manyoftbe 3000 levei
science courses siDoe they have aJready graduated from high sc:booL
Table 15
Science and Mathematics CQUCKI Completed
WISE 1997 and 1994 Participants
C"""" % of WISE 1997 % of WISE 1994
Participams~ Participmts~
Biology 2201 75.0 75.0
Biology 3201 36.1 83.3
AP Biology 0.0 16.7
Chemistry 2202 97.2 83.3
Chemistry 3202 44.' 66.7
EnvironmcntaJ. Scie0ce3205 2.8 0.0
General Science 1200 2.8 0.0
Geology 3203 2.8 0.0
Physics 2204 86.1 83.3
Physics 3204 13.9 58.3
n
7lI
Cows< % ofWISE 1997 % ofWlSE 1994p-- Participants"
HonoursPbysics 2.8 0.0
AP Physics 0.0 83
Academic MatbemItics 27.8 25.0
1300
Academic Mathematics 16.1 0.0
2200
Academic Mathematics 0.0 16.1
3200
Advanced Mathematics 69.4 7S.0
1201
Advanced Mathematics 86.\ 100.0
220\
Advanoed Mathomuia 19.4 833
3201
Calculus Readiness ] IOS 8.J SO.D
Statistics 3104 2.8 ]).3
AP Mathematics 0.0 8.J
1'!-J.
'1;-12
As expected. the occupations ofthe motbcn of the 1994 participants were based
in the health and service industries. Some &thers worked in science, but parerttaI
occupation was not a major filctor in8uencing the career choices ofthis group ofgirls.
Table 16 summarizes these findings.
Table 16
Parental Occupations
WISE 1994 Participants
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Occupational Classification % ofMotber's
Management Occupations 0.0
Business. Fuumce and 0.0
Administrative Occupations
Natural and Applied 0.0
Sciences and Related
Occupations
Health Occupations 20.0
Occupations in Social 60.0
Science,. Education,
Government Service and
Religion
%ofFatbers
11.1
22.2
Ll.l
0.0
ILl
Occupational Classification % ofMothers % ofFathers
Trades, Transport and 0.0 ILl
Equipment Operators and
Related Occupations
Occupation Unique to 0.0 22.2
Prima<y lndumy
Other 20.0 ]1.1
All ofthe 1994 participants have gone on to attend a post.secondary institution
and a majority oftbem (81.9"/0) have chosen to study a science related field with biology
being the most cited major as seen in Table 17. As Table 3 presented, Biology was also
the most common major aspired to by the 1997 participants. The life sciences continue to
attract young women to careers in this field. Since these groups were also selected by two
out of three of the same people and based on the same criteria, it is reasonable to hope
!ha[ the intentions expressed by the 1997 participants to attend a POSHccondaIy
institution wiU translate into the attendance seen in the 1994 group. The 1994 group of
participants once again re8ect the statistics showing a majority ofyoung women choosing
"nunuring'" careen. Table 18 shows that 63.7% of the 1994 participants are pursuing
their goal ofworking in health related occupations.
'"
Table 17
Post-Scc:ondary Maior
WISEl994P~
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Major
Biology
Literature
Nursing
Psychology
French
Engineering
Computer Science
Business
Uodecided
% ofPuticipams
27.3
9.1
9.1
18.2
9.1
9.1
9.1
9.1
9.1
9.1
~. I studeot did DOt respond to this question.
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Table 18
~
WISE 1997 and 1994 PuticipaDts
O<xupational CIaWication % of 1997 Post-WISE % of 1994 WISE
pan;ciponts Participants
Business, Finance and 2.8 9.1
Administrative Occupations
Natural and Applied 47.5 18.2
Sciences and Related
Occupations
Health Occupations 69.6 63.7
Occupations in Social 8.. 21.3
Scieoce,.Educat:ion.
Government Service and
Religion
Sales and Service 0.0 9.1
Occupations
Othe.- 5.• 0.0
Undecided 21.8 21.3
~ Students provided more than one response.
Table 19 shows the condation between attitudesbued on the same statement
presented to the otbergroup in this study. It is encouragiog that over the three years since
the 1994 participants were involved in the WISE Program they appear to have
experienced few negative experiences to turn them away from science. The correlation
between their feeliDgs about having a career- in scieoce and a family are not geodcHelated
and the correlation between their attitude on this issue for men and for WOIDeD is even
higher than that for the recent (997 participants. Their experiences since completing the
WISE Program have DOt discounaged their belief that women can have both a career and a
family.
The second statement in Table 19 shows that, although both groups agree with the
statement that science is accessible to women and to themselves persooally. the correlation
on these items is lower for girls from the 1994 Program. Perhaps their own experiences
have not turned them away from science but have shown them some of the challenges
faced by women in science and engineering. They do. however, disagree that they, and
women in general. have to work harder. They have not been made to feel any less
competent.
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Table 19
Attitudinal Correlations
WISE 1997 and 1994 Participants
Statement Moan Correlation Mean
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Correlation
(1997 (1997 (1994 (1994 Participan~
Participants) Participants) Participants)
-Women can have a career in
science or engineering as weD as a
fwnily.
L235J .6138 1.2500 .8485
-Men can bavea career in science 1.3429
or engineering as well as a family.
U667
.,
S"''''''''' Moan ConeIarioo Mean Correlation
(1997 ('997 ('994 ('994 Parncipano
Puticiponb) Participants) PWcipanls)
-Careers in scieDoe aDd engiDeering 1.2>00 .5268 '.2>00 .'222
are accessible to women.
-Science and cogiDeaiDg 6eIds of
study are acoessable to IDe. 1.1765 1.6667
-Female scientists and engineers 3.0938 .7547 2.9091 .66lJ
must work harder than males to
succeed in their field
-I wou.Id have to work harder than 3.4063 2.9167
my male peers in 0flIer- to succeed
in science or eogioeering.
Once again the attitudes ofthe young women who took pan in the WISE Program
in 1994 were very positive, especially in light ofthe fact that it bas been three years since
their WISE involvement. It appears that their experiences have not had a negative effect
on theirconfideoce or their future goals as seen in Table 20. These young women still
agree that careen: in scimc:c aDd cagiDecring are accessible and Ibinabie to women and
to themselves persooaIly. They remain confident about their futwe,. as do the puticipaDtJ
from 1997. Both groups qree that they bavt: c:oasideR:d careen in science 01" e:ogineaiDg
and also agree that the WISE Program c:ocounges )'OUQ8 womc:a to consider" such careers
and, in fact, helped than to choose such careen for" themselves. That participants agree
with such statements is extraDdy~ fc:rcdb.ck foc WISE. siace these st8tcmcnts
reflect the goals of tile WISE Summer Employment Program.. The opinion that WISE
provided more information on careers in science and engineering than they bad previously
had access to is just as strong for the girls from the 1994 Program as it is for those who
recently finished the Program.. This is clearly a strength ofthe Program.
Finally. the 1994 participants agree significantly more tbu the 1997 grouP. 1
(43)=-2.14. g< _as, that the Program helped them decide what caners they did not want to
pursue. Even such an outcome can be positive since it helps these girls to make an
informed decision about • future career. However, the Program does DOt aim to have
students dissatisfied in the positions" aDd. as the program bas evolved. the effort to place
students in suitable laboratory environments bas beeu successful.
..
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Table 20
I-testS for Igdependent Samples
WISE 1997 and 1994 Participants
Statement Post-WISE WISE 1994 t·value <If 2-tail
1997 Mean Mean Significance
Careers in science and 1.2500 1.3333 -0.55 46 583
engineering are accessible
tOWOmeD.
Science and engineering 3.4706 3.5833 -0.50 44 .615
studies are more diffieuJt for
women than for men..
There are more barriers for 2.7097 2.6364 0.20 .0 .841
women pursuing science
and engineering careers
than there are for men in
these fields.
Science and engineering 3.5143 3.5000 0.08 .5 .934
fields do not welcome
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Statement Post-WISE WISE 1994 t-value df 2-tailed
1997 Mean Moan Significance
Science and engineering are l.I1l4 1.0833 0.73 45 .470
attainable options for men
and women.
Women can succeed in 1.ססoo 1.ססoo
science and engineering.
Female scientists and 3.0938 2.9091 0.62 41 .538
engineers must work harder-
than males to succeed in
their field.
Women can have a career in 1.2371 1.2500 0.05 45 .962
science or engineering as
well as a family.
Men can have a career in 1.3611 1.3667 0.99 46 .327
science or engiDeeriDg as
weU as a family.
Science and engineering 1.1944 1.667 0.21 46 .835
fields of study are accessible
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Statement Post-WISE WISE 1994 (-value <If 2-tailed
1997 Mean Mean Significaocc
I feel confident that I can 12000 l.l667 0.25 45 .805
reach my career goals.
[ would have to work: 3.4000 2.9167 1.79 45 .080
harder than my male peers
in order to succeed in
science or engineering.
I have considered pursuing 1.3529 1.1667 0.94 44 .354
a career in science and/or
engineering.
The WISE Program helped 1.9091 1.3333 2.14 43 .038*
me decide what careers [ do
not want to pursue.
The WISE Program made 1.3143 1.6667 -1.19 13 .254
me feel more confident
about attending a post-
secondary institution.
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Statement Post·WISE WISE 1994 t-value <If 2-taiJed
1997 Mean Mean Significance
The WISE Program 1.2500 1.2500 0.00 46 1.000
provided me with more
information about careers in
science and engineering.
The WISE Prognm has 1.3714 1.4167 ..Q.22 45 .827
made me feel more
confident about my future.
The WISE Program has 1.3714 1.4167 .().27 45 .787
helped me see the
importance ofscience in
everyday life.
The WISE Program helped 1.9355 2.000 ..0.18 40 .350
me to choose a career in
science and/or engineering.
Statement
The WISE Program
encourages young women
to consider careers in
science and enginec:ring.
Post-WISE
1997 Mean
1.1667
WISE 1994 t-vahie df 2·tailed
Mean Significance
1.2500 -0.63 46 .532
9\
~. dFdegrees offreedom
- =cannot be computed
Means calculated based the following Likert scale:
I=stronglyagree, 2=agree, 3=disagree. 4-strongly disagree, S:odon't know
"p<.OS
Discussion
The results of the analysis revealed the many strengths and positive attitudes of the
young women who have participated in the WISE Summer Employment Program in 1997
and 1994. These girls are intelligent, confident students who have successfuJlycompleted
many afthe high school science courses available to them. They intended to continue
their studies of science in tbeir1ast year ofhigh school and then study at a post-secondary
institution. Most of these students had considered science as a major. Biology was cited
most often as the major ofchoice. The life sciences and beatth rdal:ed careers repeatedly
demonstrated their attnlction foc these young women. but the WISE Program did result in
an increase in the number ofgirls who aspired to engiDeering,. as well as an increase in the
number ofgirls who were undecided about their future career after participating in the
WISE Prognun. The experiences and infonnation gained from the Program appear to
have given some oftbe participants more to coDSider as they attempt to choose a future
All groups in this study demoDSttated a high corre!ation between their beliefin the
ability of women to have a career-in scienceoc engineering and a family and the ability of
men to have the same. It is encouraging that the girls' beliefs on this issue were oot based
on gender. Although the conel_tion for the 1997 participantS had increased aftertbeir
participation in the Program. the 1997 alternates and the 1994 participants had a higher
correlation than the 1997 participants. This seems to suggest that WISE showed the
participants some of the cbaUenges women face as they attempt to baJance both a career
and a family. Participation in the WISE Program also helped the participants to transfer
their belief that science and engineering ace 1CCeSSI.'ble to women to a simi1ar belieffor
themselves personally. The correlation had increased 00 these statements at the end of the
Program. This effect was lower for the 1994 group. Although they still agree with the
statements, their optimism seems to have been tempered by their experiences in the three
years since they participated in the WISE Program.
All groups involved in this study showed very positive attitudes towards careers in
science and engineering. They expressed agreement with the statements that science and
engineering are accessible and attainable to women and to themselves personal1y. They
expressed confidence in tbciT futures. Significant differeDces were found in some areas for
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the 1997 panicipants. Their disagreement with the statement that they wouJd have to
work harder than their male peen to succeed in science or engineering increased
significantly. They apparently experic:nced success in their laboratory work and gained
confidence in their abilities from their experience. They also agreed significantly more.
after the Program, with the statement that they bad access to information about careen: on
science and engineering.
When compared to the alternates from 1997. the WISE participants again showed
several significant differences. They disagreed significantly more with the statement that
science does not welcome women and that they would have to work harder to be
successfu.l in science or engineering. They have gained much confidence from their
experience and were made to fed welcome in the positions. They also agreed significantly
more with the statement that they bad access to information about career in science and
engineering. Both the confidence and the information they have gained may enable them
to make informed decisions about their future.
Fma.lIy, the 1994 participants in the WISE Program expressed agreement with the
statement that WISE encourages women to consider careers in science and engineering
and provides information about these careers. They also agreed that the Program helped
them to choose such a career for themselves. That these attitudes persisted in WISE
participants after three years demonstrated a very positive effect aftbe Program.
The last question on all questionnaires used in this evaluation was a free response
question. Students were asked to comment on their attitudes about the issue ofwomen in
science and engineering by referring to at least three ofthe statements presented in the
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Likert style question. Where applicable, the students were also asked to comment about
their experience with the WISE Program and to provide any information they felt was
imponattt to the evaluation ofthe Program.. Prior to participation in the WISE Program.
the majority of girls from the 1997 group (69.4%) referred to tbeirbe1iefthat careers in
science and engineeriDg are acceSSlole to women and that women can succeed in these
fields without having to work harder than their male peers. One quaneroftbegirls
(25.0"10), however, did state that there are barrien or obstacles fiacing women in science.
At the conclusion ofthe Program some different responses emerged. Over halfofthe girls
(51.70/0) expressed their desire for a nurturing career or role, which was later reflected in
their career goals. The same percentage (S 1.7"/0) expressed a greater feeling ofconfidence
after participating in the WISE Program..
The responses ofthe alternates reflected attitudes similar to those oftbe 1997
participants. These girls (SOJ)o/o) also expressed a belieftbat science and engineering are
accessible to women and 3 1.3% felt women can R1cceed in these fields without having to
work harder than their male peers. Many (31.3%) do not perceive any difficulty for
women when balancing a family and a career.
Finally. 41.70/0 ofthe 1994 WISE Participants reitenlted the statement that careen
in science and engineering are accessible to women. One quarter (25%) of them see DO
more barriers for women in science than there are for men. SeveraJ. strong points ofthe
Program are apparem in the responses from this group. since four yean have passed since
their involvement. They (83.3%) still fed more confident because oftbeir participation in
the WISE Program and lIJal1y oftbem (50.0"10) said that they have a better knowledge of
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science aDd e:ogiDeering aDd are IIIOre &mili&r with Memorial University ofNewfound1aDd
due to the WISE Program..
9S
CupterS
Sum• ...,.. CoaduJiou ud Ruo_ndaticMts
The Women in Science and Engineering (WISE) Program provides female
students with an opportunity to work as a research. assistant in ODe ofmany participating
science laboratories associated with Memorial University ofNewfoundland. This program
was designed to encourage young women to consider careen in science. engineering and
related disciplines. The purpose ofthis research was to provide an evaluation ofthis
program by determining wltetber participation in the WISE Program affected the course
and career choices of the young women. It also aimed to determine whetbeT the Program
resulted in changed attitudes regarding careers in science, engineering and various issues
related to women working in these fields.
Data were collected from questionnaires administered to lhe participants in the
1997 WISE Program, the alternates for the 1997 WISE Program, as well as the
participants from the WISE Program in 1994. Statistical analyses were then performed on
the data including multiple responses, correlation analysis and I-testS for paired and
independent samples. The resuhs ofthis analysis reveal many things about these students
and the WISE Program.
The analysis aCthe 1997 WISE Participants' responses demonstrated that they
were a very academically capable group ofyoung women. They bad suocessfuUy
completed many afme high school science courses including Chemistry (97.2%), Physics
(86.1%) and Biology (75%). They have parents woo are employed largdy in traditional
areas. The mothers, in particular. reftect the trend for women to aspire to "nurturing"
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These girls planned to continue with their high school science education and all
indicated, both before and after the Program,. their intention to attend a post-secondaIy
institution. Many ofthese students originally intended to pursue a scieoce majoc but an
important increase (from 0-/0 to S.60/o) was seen in thoseaspirirlg 10 study engineering at
the end ofthe Program. More girls were also undecided about their career goals after the
WISE Program. The career goals ofthese girls bad shown an increase in those choosing
science and a decrease in those aspiring to health occupation. sales. service,. arts and social
science. Again,. more ofthe girls reported being UDdecided about their career goals than
had reported this before the WISE Prognun..
The attitudinal responses from this group revealed several positive beliefs. The
students' belief in the ability to have both a career in science or engineering as well as a
family was not gender-based. They saw this as a possibility for women and men befure
and after their WISE participation. Their WISE experience caused an increase in the
correlation (.3343 to .5268) between their agreement that science and engineering ace
accesSIble to women and to themselves personally. This ability to transfer their genen.I
beliefin the aceessJbilityofscience,. to its accessibility to themselves, can allow them to
consider such careers as real posstbilities. This group ofgirts also disagreed with the
statement that women would have to work harder in order" to be successful in science or
engineering. This beliefalso carried over to themselves as shown by the correlation
(.7117 to .7547) between such a statement related to women and then to themselves
personally.
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There were several significant changes. at the end ofthe WISE Program, in the
girls' attitudes towards various statements presented to them. Their disagreement with
the statement that they would have to work harder to succeed in science or engineering
increased significant1y after participation in the WISE Program.. There were also
significant increases in their agreement with the statement that WISE provides information
on careers in science and engineering and the statement that they have bcco. encouraged to
consider careers in science and engineering.
The results from the 1997 alternates for the WISE Progrun showed many
similarities to the girls who bad completed the WISE Program. They, too, had completed
many afthe high scboolscience courses offered to them.. ChemistJy 2202 was completed
by 94% ofthese girls while 81% bad completed Physics 2204 and 69"/0 had completed
Biology 2201. The occupations oftbeir parents were oot a large tactorwbich in
encouraging them to consider careers in science or engineering, since most of their parents
did Dot work in those areas. As was the case for the 1997 WISE participants,. the
alternates planned to continue with their science stUdies in their final year ofbigh school
and they intended to attend a posHccondary institution after graduation.
Many afthe alternates intended to pursue a science major, as did manyofthc
WISE participants. However, the WISE participants' choice ofmajor after their
participation included many areas DOt being considered by the alternates. including
a.stroDomy, behaviCJUr1l neuroscience,. geology, medicine, physics and psychology. These
choices correspond to some oftbejobs held by these girls during the WISE Program.
Their career goals,. however. were still dominated by health related occupations,. as were
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the goals ofthe alternates. The WISE participants., however. reported being undecided
more often than did the alternates.
The correlation results showed that the alternates believed that having a career in
science and a family was possible for men and for women.. The correlation for these
statements was higher for-the alternates (.8485) than for the participantS (.6IJ8)
suggesting that the participants had been exposed to some oftile challeuges 6lced by
women when trying to balance a career in science and a tamiIy. As with the WISE 1997
participants, the alternates made the connection between their idea that a career in science
and engineering is accessJole to women in general and to themselves. They also disagreed
that women in general,. or thc:mscIves. would have to work: harder to succeed in science or
engineering.
There were several significant differences between the attitudes ofthe WISE
participants and the alternates. The WISE participants disagreed significantly more with
the statement that science and engineering fields do not welcome women and the
statement that they would have to work: harder than their male peers in order to succeed in
science or engineering. The WISE participants were also significantly more confident
about their future after the Prognun and agreed significantly morc than did the alternates
that they had access to information about careers in science and engineering.
The 1994 WISE panicipants also revealed several points about the long term
effect ofthe WISE Program. This group ofstudents had successfully completed many
300 level science courses since they bad already graduated from high school The
occupations of their parents appeared DOt to be a major factor in encouraging them toward
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science since only 11. 1% of the fathers worked in science and DODe of their mothers
worked in this discipliDe. All oftbese girls were attending a post-secondary institution.
and most (81.901.) were pursuing ascieoce maioe Most ofthese maion were in biology,
which reflects the responses of the 1997 participants, many ofwbom intended to major in
biology_ Tbe career goals oftbese students also reflected the goals oftbe 1997 girls,
whose career aspirations were Iargeiy found in the beaftb related occupations. Many of
the WISE 1994 participants (63.JOA.) had career goals in health related occupations. rn
1997, 47.C1"/ci oftbe WISE participants reponed that theircareecgoaIs included careers in
the sciences. A difference was found in the results from the girls who had participated in
the Program lIm:e years earlier. The percentage oftbe 1994 participants aspiring to
careers in the sciences was only 18.2"/0.
The attitudes ofthe 1994 participants about having a career in science and a family
are not gender-related. and the correlation between their attitude on this issue for men
and for women is even higher than that for the recent 1997 participants. Their experiences
have not discouraged their belief that women can have both a career and a family.
Although both the 1997 and the 1994 participants agree with the statement that science is
accessible to women and to themselves personally. the correlation on these items is lower
forgiels from the 1994 WISE Progrvn. [t appears they have encountered some aCthe
chaUenges faced by women in science and engineeri:ng"- They do, however, disagree that
they> and women in general, have to work harder than their male peers in order to be
successful in science and engineering.
The young women woo participated in the WISE Program in 1994 remained
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confident about their future, as did the participants from 1997. Many girls from both
groups have considered careers in science or engineering and also agree that the WISE
Program encourages young women to consider such careers. There were. in fact, very
few significant differences between the attitudes reported by the 1997 and 1994 WISE
participants. The 1994 panicipants did. however, agree significantly more than the 1997
group that the Program helped them decide what careers they did not want to pursue.
Co.dusio..
The results oftbis evaluation provide insight into the WISE Summer Emplcyx.e..:
Program and its participants. The girls who are chosen to participate in this program have
strong academic backgrounds in science at the high :...:.=.'-~: :..:",d. ~ ':":~;;-~~':"il("'Y enables
them to work weU in a university science laboratory. The WISE Program effected few
changes in the science courses the participants planned to study in the foUowing school
year. However, since course selection occurs much earlier in the school year, th~
students know it is not practical, or perhaps possible, to change their course selection
when they return to school in September.
All students involved in this stUdy planned to attend,. or did attend, a post-
secondary institution after high school graduation.. Many aspired to science majors before
and after their involvement with WISE, and biology was the most often cited major.
However, the 47% of the 1997 participants who intended to major in science was replaced
by only IS.lO/. oftbe 1994 participants who bad the same intention. These arc ofcourse
two different: groups and the original intentions ofthe 1994 group is unknown. However.
ifsuch a drop is characteristic of such well prepared students. there is likely some factor in
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the post.secondary institution which needs to be addressed. After participation in the
WISE Program, girls repon being more undecided about the major they intend to study,
and majors appeared in tbeirresponses which reflect the positions that were pan aCthe
Program during the summer aCthe involvement. The career goals oCtile WISE
participants also showed they were more undecided than they were before the Program
and also more undecided than the alternates who did not go through the Program.. The
WISE Program clearly provided the students with information and experiences that
influenced lheir choice of post-secondary major and futw"e career aspimtions. Health
related occupations dominated the aspirations ofall groups in this study, reflecting the
appeal of 'nurturing' careen for young women. The WISE experience bad an effect here
as well, since a drop was seen in those aspiring to these health careers after their
participation in the Program.
All groups in this study demonstrated a high correlation between their beliefin the
ability for women to have a career in science or engineering and a fimily and the ability for
men to have the same. Although the correJation for the 1997 participants bad increased
after participating in the Program, the 1991 alternates and the 1994 bad a higher
correlation than the 1997 participants. The WISE participants may have encountered
some ofthecbaUenges women faceas they attempt to balance both a career and a family.
Participation in the WISE Program also helped the participants to transfertbeir belief that
science and engineering are acc:essible to women to a similar beliefforthemselves
personally. The com:1atioo bad increased 00 these statements at the end of;:he Pro~m
This effect was lower for the 1994 group whose optimism seemed to have becrl tempered
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by their experiences in the three yean since their WISE experience.
The attitudes ofthese young women were very encouraging. They were very
positive about women's ability to succeed in science and engineering and felt very
confident about the future. There were., however. some significant changes in attinades.
After participation in the 1997 WISE Program. the girls disagreed significantly more than
they had originally and more than the alternates, with the statement that they would have
to work harder than their male peers in order to succeed in science or engineering. These
participants also disagreed significantly more than the alternates with the statement that
science and engineering do not welcome women.. They agreed significantly IIlOre with the
statements that they bad been encouraged to consider careers in science and engineering
after the Program and they agreed significantly more than originally, and more than the
alternates., that they had access to information about such careers. The participants also
reponed being significantly more confident about the future than did the alternates.
The WISE Program demonstrated its effect on the attitudes orits participantS in
the findings reported above. Their experiences bave shown them that careers in science
and engineering are options for women. They were made to feel welcome and competent
in their laboratory environment and this is reflected in their responses. AfteT" the Program
they saw DO reason why they would bave to work: any harder than anyone else to be
successful. They responded that they had been encouraged to consider the fields of
science and engineering, which is a major goal of the Program. It is clear that" the
Program has fulfilled this goal by providing the information,. experiences and
encouragement to allow the participants to make informed decisions about their future
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careers. Participants leave the Program with a positive view ofthe fields ofscience and
engineering and they feel more confident about the future as a resulL
R«e...eadatio... for F.ture Rneardl
I. A longitudinal study ofone group ofWISE participants and alternates from the
same year would provide much insight into the long term effects ofthe WISE
Program.. This evaluation dealt only with the intended majors and carett
choices of WISE participantS and alternates.. Such a longitudinal study could
determine if the changes demonstrated immediately after participation actually
translate into post.sec:ondary study choices and career choices. It could also
attempt to identifY factoB which influence choices not to persist in science and
discover ways to deal with such issues.
2. It would be useful to detcnnine whether a correlation exists between the
position beJd by a WISE participant and her educational and career goals. If
participants choose a major and career to match their WISE experience,
perhaps the WISE Program should consider a rotating work schedule which
exposes the girls to a wider range of scientific disciplines thus, empowering
them to make more informed decisions about their futuTe.
3. This evaluation studied an intervention at the high school level. The
effectiveness ofintetVentions at earlier stageS in girls' lives should be
investigated. Later interventions and means ofsupport should also be
investigated in order- to provide a full support. network for the young women of
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our society as they attempt to choose careers which best suit their needs.
wbile maximizing their tremendous potential.
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_22.1997
I am agraduare studaIt in the Faculty ofEducatioll at Manorial University. I will
be -... ........ mvolvcd with .... Womm In sa-. .... Eog;noering (WISE) Summer
Employment Prognm to complete questionnaires as part ofan evaJuatioa ofthe program
to be submitted as my thesis for the degree arMata- ofEducation. [am requesting your
consent to participate in this study.
The WISE Progn.m is desigDed to c:ncourage young women to coDSid« careers in
science. engineering and related disciplines. This study will endeavour to discover ifthe
program is effective in inftueocing the course selection aDd. career- cboioes ofyoung
women, and to detennine If'there bas beetl a change in students' perception ofcareen: in
science and related disciplines as a result oftbeir puticipatiOll in the WISE program. This
study bas received the approval of the Faculty ofEducation'1 Ethics Review Committee.
All participants will be asked to complete questionoai:res and some may be cbosen
to participate in group discussions which will be recorded. All information gatbercd in this
study is strictly confidential and It no time will iDdividuaI.s be identified. Any recorded
discussions will be erased at theoonclusion oCtile study. Participation is voIunwy and
students can withdraw their participation at any time. The results ofthis researdt will be
available to you upoo. request. Ifyou wish to speak to someone DOt involved with this
study please feel free to cootaet Dr. Patricia Canning at the faculty ofEducation,
Memorial University ofNewfoundland.. Also. feel free to COIltICt my gra:luate supervisor,
Glenn Clark. at 737-7612.
Ifyou agree to pu:ticipate iD this study please sign bdow and retIln tM bett.-.
portioa. to me witII JH.r q......unby~...JO.~. Thank you for)'OW"
consideratioo of this request.
Sinoady,
I (Student's name) agree to take part in. study to evaluate the
WISE Summer Employment Program. undertaken by Katen M.A. Sheppard. I uoderswad
that my participation is votwuary and I can withdraw at any time. All information is
strictly confidential and DO individual will be identified.
1\0
Dot. Student's Signaure
AppaldD.B
W_l"SdDIce_E~
S._EIIIp/l1y_~
[Pre--WISE 1997 a. 1997 A1temMes]N...' _
2. CuneatMdtal: _
_ Code
Telepbo.e:(
Dateofbirth: _
Last school grade comple:ted: _
Motber'soocupation: _
Fatber'soocupatioo.: _
Course Name and Number"
III
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If----CouneN.......N......._I_..malMa<t _
SciencelMathematic oounes sdectcd for 1997~1998 scbool year
s. Edacatioul GoaII
Are you planning to attend a post-secoDdary educational institution?
Ifso. which institution? (You can list more than one)
What will be your major?
6. Career GoaII
Future career plans. iflmown'- _
Ifyou are considering more than ODe option, please provide the careen you are
collSidering
Ifyou have yet to form your cueer plans,. chc:ck: bere__
1. Please indicate how you fed about each ofthe foUowing statemems by ticlriog
the appropriale box..
Scicnoc -.dmgiDccriDg studies
IRlII(RdiOicW:r.ferWOlDClDth-.r.. _
Then: Ie mcre b.mn fer WlXDICD
pursuiDg sciax:e lad eapxeriDg
car=rstbca.tbcft:areforlllCDiD
"'=6<...
Scicnceande:ngiDcc:riDg 6cldsdo
..._-
ScicncemdcngiDccriDglR
attainablcQf"Cl%optioasfiwlDCll.
""'-
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Female sc:icntists IDd eaPoeas
must work harder the IDllb to
sucx:ccdiDlbeir6dd..
Womc:aClllbaveaClRlCrin
scicnceorc::aJinceriDglISwdJlISa
family.
Mea em have a c:aRI« in .ac.ce
or cnginceriog lIS wdJ lIS a Umily.
Scicnc:e aDd c:ngiDcc:riD1 6dds or
study lW'C/IlXeSSIbie to me.
Ifccloonfide:ntth-.lcaareacbmy=_.
I would have to wed:: baRb Ibm
mymaJepcas in ordcr-to sucx:ccd
inscic:oceorcngjaec:riDa.
[ I
I have c:oasidcnd pursuiDa •
~m.scic:Dc:e-Uoc
cngiDccriDg.
I bavc -=cess to iDformIboD about
cua:rs in scicoc:e ladcacmcame.
I see the importaKlc ofIcicnDc in
evcrydaylifc.
Ihavecbosc:naC8lCUinscimc:c
aDdIorc:nginc:criDg.
lba,'ebceo.c:noouJ'IICdto
ronsidereateerSinsc:ic:acelDd
enginccriDg.
[ I
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8. Please colDlbent on your attitudes about the issue ofwomen in sciaIce and
c:ngincering by referring to It least tbrc:e ofthe statements from the previous
page.
AppadmC
Wo_IIIS<:Ie__E~
SIt_ E"""'y_1ft 1'rogrtuII
[post-WISE 1997J
Name: _
Mother'sOCOJpatioo _
Father's occupatioo _
2. ScieDce co.nes selected for 1997-1998 school year:
3. Educational Goals
Are you planning to attend a posHecondary educational institution? _
Ifso. which instimtion? (You can list more than one.), _
What will be your major? _
4. Career Goals
Future career plans. ifknown, _
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Ifyou are considc:ring more than one optioa:. pieue provide the careen you. are
"""'"'"'"'"
Ifyou ba~ ya to form your career- plans, p&eue cbecl:: hcre__
S. Please iDctic::ak bow)QI lid maut c:Kh of the £oUowia. statc:IaeDlS by tidcing the
............ box.
-
"- .......
-
000',
.... '""- "-
Caran.ICiaa:_~_ [ J [ I [ J [ I [ I
.cccss:ibicto-.
ScieoccIllld~lIDKIia_ [ J [ J [ I [ I [ I
IDOI'Cdifficuhb'_lb-.for
-
l1Icrcarc_~r-_ [ I [ I [ I [ J [ J
P"'I..x-c_~
careen*albcR_r..-._..
......
Scimcc_caP-:rilII:fiddI .... [ J [ I [ J [ J [ J
.......-
ScicDl;calld~_...-.wc [ J [ I [ J [ J [ J
c:oncroptiaMlOr-._-.
WOIIICIlCllll-.:eod ..:ICiI:aoc_ ( I [ J [ J [ J [ J
-
FemaIe.-..u.s _.p-n__ [ J [ J [ J [ J [ J
wed ILWa" dIa males 10 .-.oood ..
_.....
W_e.~.c:oncria-=-:c [ I [ J [ J ( I [ I
or~.wdI ... e-iIy.
Mcac-.bve.c:.n:cr.~or [ J [ I [ J ( I [ I
cagiDccriq;.wdl ... r-iIy.
Sdeaceaad~""'oC [ ) [ I [ I [ J [ )
srody_.w:ccssibIeIOD)e..
r feel COllficbt lUll caredl my [ I [ l [ ) [ I [ J
~-
lwoukIhavctowurt __lIIIall1Y [ I [ ) [ I [ I [ )
tnakpcen:illonif:rto~iD.
scic:oceOl'eDgiBocriq.
IUve~~.c.rocriD. [ ) [ I I ) [ ) [ I
~qd{or~
The WISE Propam Ildpod.IDC decide [ ) [ ) [ I [ ) I )
w1wecern IdoDOt ..... topawc..
TbeWlSE~mademcfCd ( ) [ I [ I [ I [ )
IDOJ'e oxdidmIliboat .a-liq • post.
~iIIstilUlioD.
The WISE Prognol provided me witk [ ) [ I [ ) [ ) [ J
_inf(ltll).lDooabollt~iI
scieDcemdcagioccriq.
The WISE Progam. bas IDIIdc: me rcd ( ) [ ) [ I [ I ( )
lIlOI'C OOJlfidcat about my nnre.
The WISE Pmgnm basladped me [ I [ ) [ ) [ I [ )
scctbcimportaDoc:oftcic:Docia
evayd.!ylife.
The WISE propm!. hdpcd IDC to [ ) [ ) [ ) [ ) [ )
~.c.eerill!lCimcc...vor
e:agiDccriD.s-
The WISE pnt8IWD CIICIlWap ro-s [ I [ I [ I [ I [ )
womca.toooasidc:re.n:crsiD.teieaoc
mdeqgitaecriag.
6. Please provide any information abouty~ the WISE program, your WISE
experience or anything else that you feel is important to the assessment ofthe
effectiveness ofme WISE prognrn...
Please comment on your attitudes about the issue ofwomen in science aDd
engineering by referring to at least three ofthe statements from the previous page.
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A_D
Women In Science and Engineering
SM_ Emp/IIy_1It Prt1tfrtun
[WISE 1994]
Na..e: _
2. CurnataddftSl: ~ _
eily
Ttkplloae:(
3. '.are.ab' Pennant Addnu {lfdifferent from above): _
City
Tdeptloae:(
Mother'soccupatioo _
Father'SoccupatiOR _
4. Geaeral ..f......tioa
Dateofbirth: _
Last school gradecompleted: _
1_-----I_F..........
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6. Collep or UaivtrSity aneaded (or pIuJIiaI to atteDd):
CoUegelUnivenity
7. Employaeat HistOl'J:
Employer
Year(s) of Attendance
Position Year(s)
8. Career/Career Goals
Careerplaos,.ifknowuL- _
Ifyou are considering more than one option, please provide the careers you are
considering. _
Ifyou have yet to form your career plans, check: here__
9. Please iltdK:3te bow you. feel about QCb oftbc foIkrwing statemalts bytickiDg the
""""""",,box.
......,
"- .-....
......,
""",
..... ........ Kaow
C~iDsc~_~_ [ 1 I I [ 1 [ 1 [ I
acce&'libJe101O'OlDClL
Sc~IlId~Ddics_ [ 1 [ I [ I [ ) [ 1
morecliflAltfor_tb.-for
-
'IbcR__buricnf«_ [ 1 ( 1 [ I [ 1 [ I
pnrsuiogsciellce ....~
ca:reerstkol!la'earcf«_iD1bac
""""
Scicol:cllldeqiDocriq;6ddswllClt [ 1 [ 1 [ I [ i [ I
~.....-
SeieoocIlld~.e.lUaiubJe [ 1 ( 1 [ I ( 1 [ I
cuec:roptioasfor_ ..... 11rOIDal..
WOJnl:Dcallsu0:;cee4iD~" ( J [ I [ 1 [ 1 ( I
mgioeeriog.
Fanak:sciallists..~Qlasl ( J [ I [ I [ J [ J
wodr;lurdc:rtlummalcsto--..lia.
--WOlIlCD.CII1bave'CII'CCl'ia~ [ I [ I [ I [ J [ I
or cugincaiag uwd! as a r-ny.
Meacm~.~ia~or [ I [ I ( I [ I [ I
CD~u-Uas.f...uJy.
Scieoecaocl~ficklsof [ J [ J ( I [ I [ I
study are -=ssiblc to IIIC.
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......" A.... ........
-
000',
..- -.. "-
Ircd.CClll6cImttta.lI~reK.lLlIlY [ 1 [ J [ I [ I [ 1
~ ......
lwouklhavelowukbmkr"tJJY ( 1 [ 1 [ 1 [ 1 [ I
malcpccnmorderto~iD.
scic:ooeor~
thavcc:oosilk:Rdp.......,.'*'OCI"m. [ I [ 1 [ I [ 1 [ J
~l:lIdform~
The WISE PIopam 1lefpcd_1Ik:c:ilk [ 1 [ I [ 1 [ I [ Jwhat~Idold__m~
The WISE PropmID8lk_1Cd ( 1 ( I [ I [ J [ 1
mon: -tidalillbool~.post-
~iostilutioll.
ThcWlSE~pnwiclcdmcllridl. [ J [ I [ I [ 1 [ 1
mon:~tiDD8boId.~i11
scicDccmdCllgillocriq.
The WISE Prognm has I!Mdc me feel ( 1 ( 1 [ I [ 1 [ 1
IIlOl'CcoUidcDtaboutmyfiftre.
The WISE Prognm bas bdpcd IIIC [ I [ I [ 1 [ 1 [ 1
see lbc imporUDlc ofsc:iaKle ia.
cvaydqHfe.
Thc WISE~ bdpcdmc 10 [ I [ 1 [ I [ I [ 1
choose.c.meriD.~..vOl"
eagioocriog.
The WISE program c:oeounp )'OCIq [ I [ I [ 1 [ I [ IWOlDClllOooasilScrCanllll'$ialll:icDllc
aadcuP-riD...
10, Please provide any information about yoursel( the WISE program, your WISE
experience or anything else that you feel is important to the assessment ofthe
effec:tiveDc:ss oftbe WISE program..
Please comment on your attitudes about the issue ofwomen in science and
engineering by referring to at least three of the statements from the previous page.




